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اإلهــداء
إلى شيدائنا األبطال  ...وأسرانا البواسل
إلى روح الشييد الغالي  ..توأم روحي أخي وحبيبي ىاني الحالق  ..كم تمنيت حضورك بجانبي
في ىذا اليوم
إلى من ال يطيب حالي  ،وال تحلو حياتي بدونيا ..بلسم جراحاتي ..نبراس حياتي  ...من أليمتني
النجاح ودعمتني في مسيرة العلم  ...أمي الغالية الحنونة أداميا اهلل تاجا فوق رأسي
إلى الرجل الذي أفنى عمره وصحتو في سبيل راحتنا وسعادتنا  ..أطيب ق لب  ..وأرق المشاعر
 ..أبي الغالي أدامك اهلل وسام شرف على صدري
إلى توأم روحي  ..رفيقة دربي وعمري  ..داعمتي و سبب نجاحي  ..زوجتي الرائعة
إلى من فخري بيم بلغ عنان السماء  ،إخوتي الرائعين  ،رائد ونائل وحسن وأحمد  ،أختاي
الحنونتان الطيبتان وعائلتيما وأبنائيما .
إلى الشموع التي تنير حياتي وتمألىا بالسعادة  ..أوالدي يامن وعبد اهلل وجياد
إلى كل من تتلمذت على أيدييم  ..أساتذتي الكرام
إلى كل من ساعدني ووقف بجانبي في مشواري وطريقي
أىدي ىذا البحث راجيا من اهلل تعالى أن يجعلو في ميزان حسناتي وأن يكللو بالقبول والنجاح
.
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ABSTRACT
The computer system of perinatal surveillance provides computerized fetal
monitoring "Cardiotocography data" which has a large number of individuals and
categorical variables. This leads to high dimensional data sets that require mining and
visualization to extract useful information. The main objective of cardiotocography data
analysis is to detect the pattern of these data in low dimension. Thus, the research
problem of this thesis is, how to identify the pattern in the cardiotocography data by
analyzing and visualizing it using correspondence analysis.
Correspondence analysis (CA) is a widely used statistical method for the analysis of
research in medical, engineering and other fields. It aims to represent the highdimensional data in a low-dimensional space. This dimension reduction is critical to
analyze and detect the hidden pattern in the data, and shows the most important variable
categories in the data .
In this study, we divide it into two parts, theoretical and applied parts. In theoretical
part, we present the basic concepts and the mechanism of action of simple and multiple
correspondence analysis by discussing how it works and learn how to reduce the
dimensions of the data and represent it in low dimensions.
In the applied part, we investigate the application of multiple correspondence
analysis (MCA) method to visualize the cardiotocography data in low dimensional space
to discover the pattern in the data and the quality of representation of variable categories
in the low dimension. Thus, we aimed to determine the most important variables in these
low dimensional space.
Applying multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) on cardiotocography data set
has clearly shown that MCA is very effective to visualize the data. It detected the pattern
in the data and identified the most important variables in low dimensional space .
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الملخـص

تزٔد األَظًح انًحٕسثح ف ٙانًستشفٛاخ تُظاو تٛاَاخ يحٕسة نًزاقثح قهة انجُ ٍٛنهُساء
انحٕايم ف ٙفتزج يا قثم انٕالدج يثاشزج ،حٛج تحتٕ٘ ْذِ انثٛاَاخ عهٗ عذد كثٛز يٍ انًفزداخ،
ٔكذنك عذد كثٛز يٍ انًتغٛزاخ انٕصفٛح .نذا ،فٓ ٙتؤد٘ نٕجٕد تٛاَاخ عانٛح األتعاد يًا ٚتطهة
انتُقٛة فْ ٙذِ انثٛاَاخ ٔتصٕٚزْا نهحصٕل يُٓا عهٗ يعهٕياخ يفٛذج ،حٛج أٌ انٓذف األساس ٙيٍ
تحهٛم تٛاَاخ يزاقثح قهة انجُ ْٕ ٍٛتحذٚذ انًُػ انغانة عهٗ ْذِ انثٛاَاخ ظًٍ أتعاد يُخفعح،
ٔتذنك فئٌ يشكهح انثحج فْ ٙذِ انذراسح تتعهق تكٛفٛح تحذٚذ األًَاغ انسائذج ف ٙتٛاَاخ يزاقثح قهة
انجُ ٍٛاألساسٛح عٍ غزٚق تحهٛهٓا ٔتصٕٚزْا تاستخذاو أسهٕب "تحهٛم انتثادل" .
ٔٚعتثز أسهٕب تحهٛم انتثادل يٍ األسانٛة اإلحصائٛح يتعذدج االستخذاياخ عهٗ يذٖ ٔاسع
ف ٙاألتحاث انطثٛح ٔانُٓذسٛح ٔغٛزْا ف ٙانعذٚذ يٍ انًجاالخ .فٕٓ ٓٚذف إنٗ تخفٛط أتعاد ٔتًثٛم
انثٛاَاخ عانٛح األتعاد ف ٙأتعاد يُخفعحٚٔ ،عذ ْذا انتخفٛط أيز تانغ األًْٛح ف ٙتحهٛم ٔاكتشاف
انًُػ انًخف ٙفْ ٙذِ انثٛاَاخ ،كًا ٔٚظٓز انًتغٛزاخ األكثز أًْٛح فٓٛا .
ٔفْ ٙذِ انذراسح  ،قًُا تتقسًٓٛا إنٗ جزئ ، ٍٛجزء رٚاظَ ٙظز٘ ٔاٜخز تطثٛق ، ٙفٙ
ان جزء انزٚاظ ٙانُظز٘ تى عزض انًفاْٛى األساسٛح ٔاٜنٛح انخاصح تتحهٛم انتثادل انًفزد ٔانًتعذد
 ،يٍ خالل يُاقشح كٛفٛح عًهٓا ٔكٛف تقٕو تتقهٛم أتعاد انثٛاَاخ ٔعزظٓا ف ٙأتعاد يُخفعح .
ف ٙانجزء انتطثٛق ، ٙتى تطثٛق أسهٕب تحهٛم انتثادل انًتعذد ) (MCAيٍ أجم تصٕٚز
تٛا َاخ يزاقثح قهة انجُ ٍٛف ٙأتعاد يُخفعح تٓذف اكتشاف انًُػ انسائذ فْ ٙذِ انثٛاَاخ ٔجٕدج
تًثٛم يتغٛزاتٓا ٔكذنك تحذٚذ انًتغٛزاخ األكثز أًْٛح ف ٙأتعاد يُخفعح .
ٔقذ تى تطثٛق أسهٕب تحهٛم انتثادل انًتعذد ) (MCAعهٗ تٛاَاخ يزاقثح قهة انجُ،ٍٛ
ٔأظٓز ْذا األسهٕب تشكم ٔاظح أَّ أسهٕب فعال جذا ف ٙتصٕٚز انثٛاَاخ حٛج يكٍ يٍ اكتشاف
ًَػ ْذِ انثٛاَاخ كًا عزفُا عهٗ أْى انًتغٛزاخ ف ٙانثٛاَاخ ف ٙأتعاد يُخفعح .
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Cardiotocography Data Visualization
Using Correspondence Analysis

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Multivariate data visualization is an exciting and recent research area for
statisticians, engineers and those who are involved in data mining. Multivariate data
visualization, is a specific type of information visualization. In reality, it is impossible to
visualize more than three dimensional data. Nowadays, most of the data are high
dimensional. To understand the pattern and structure of the data, visualization is very
important. But for these high dimensional data, pattern recognition and structure
visualizations are more complicated. Thus, for visualizing such type of data (more than
three dimensions), data reduction is very important. If we want to reduce dimension then
we need some statistical tools. (Kumar & Nasser, 2016 )
The most popular statistical technique for data reduction are Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and Classical and Robust Singular Value Decomposition and Depth
based Approach, but in this thesis we will spot the lights on the correspondence analysis
(simple and multiple). Correspondence analysis is a multivariate statistical technique
which is applicable to tables of categorical data. For example, the answers to such
questions as: "Have you ever had thyroid problems, yes or no?", "Has the pain improved,
stayed the same or worsened in the last 24 hours?", "What is your blood group?" or "Has
urea hydrolysis taken place a half-hour, an hour, or 24 hours after the culture is initiated,
or not at all?". Whenever the responses to a number of such questions that have been
collected from the same group of subjects, human respondents or specimens in a medical
laboratory, correspondence analysis can be useful in understanding the data globally and
the inter-relationships between the different responses (Greenacre , 1992).
Cardiotocography data contain 2126 fetal cardiotocograms (CTGs) were
automatically processed and the respective diagnostic features measured. There are 40
variables in the data. We will choose only the most ten statistically and medically
important variables from this dataset, and will apply the correspondence analysis to
reduce the dimension of data and find the pattern of these data .
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1.2 Rationale of the Study
Data Mining is one of the challenging area in statistics as well as in computer
science. Data visualization is one of the most important parts in Data Mining. We can
only visualize two or three dimensional data but for Data Mining much more than three
dimensions is usual rather than exception. Therefore, data reduction is very important for
visualization of multivariate data (Kumar & Nasser , 2016 )
Correspondence analysis is a statistical technique that provides a graphical
representation of cross tabulations (which are also known as cross tabs, or contingency
tables). Cross tabulations arise whenever it is possible to place events into two or more
different sets of categories, such as product and location for purchases in market research
or symptom and treatment in medical testing.
Advantages of Visualization Using the Correspondence analysis
The advantage of this method over other existing techniques are given below:
It is easy to understand without hard mathematics, only need some matrix
knowledge.
We can apply these techniques for both supervised and unsupervised technique.
It is directly applied to visualize the pattern of the data.
It can be applied in extremely complicated data sets without any extraneous
assumption , except that data values of correspondence analysis should be
positive. (Kumar, Nasser , 2016 )
1.3 Motivations
The cardiotocography leads to data sets on a large number of individuals (2126)
and these variables have many categories, so it has a large number of dimensions, that
require mining and visualization to extract useful information. We demonstrate the
usefulness of the multiple correspondence analysis methods in the analysis of large
number of individuals and variable categories to reduce the dimensions and discover the
pattern of the data .
Practitioners need not only to know the number of dimensions in the data but also
how to reduce these dimensions to decide on what is the useful number of dimensions in
the data to make a pole and detect these patterns.
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A correspondence analysis is a well-known multivariate statistical analysis
method used for dimensionality reduction and visualization of a large number of
categorical data. We wish to demonstrate the usefulness of MCA in the context of
cardiotocography through discussing how MCA can be represented in low dimension.
Detecting the pattern in the data and what the most important variables will also be
explained in this study.
1.4 The Data
The dataset of this thesis consists of measurements of fetal heart rate (FHR) and
uterine contraction (UC) features on cardiotocograms classified by expert obstetricians. It
was taken from Lichman (2013). The link of data in the website is:
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Cardiotocography
2126 fetal cardiotocograms (CTGs) were automatically processed and the
respective diagnostic features measured. The CTGs were also classified by three expert
obstetricians and a consensus classification label assigned to each of them. Classification
was both with respect to a morphologic pattern (A, B, C. ...) and to a fetal state (N, S, P).
Therefore the dataset can be used either for 10-class or 3-class experiments .
1.5 Research Problem
The problem of this thesis is to identify the pattern in the variables, categories and
individuals in the cardiotocography data, and find out what is the best representation of
the data in low dimension. Thus, the research issue of this thesis is to investigate whether
the correspondence analysis techniques can be used in cardiotocography data for the
purpose of dimensionality reduction of the data and the detection of the patterns of these
data.
1.6 Goals and Objectives
It is often the case, pregnant women must be reassured on herself and her fetal.
Therefore, it is needed to make a cardiotocogram (CTG) which is automatically
processed and measured by the respective diagnostic features, to give the
cardiotocography data which contains a large number of variables, some of which are
qualitative, and the others are quantitative. Also, it includes a large number of
individuals. Therefore, it is so difficult to determine the relationship and correlation
between these multivariate data in order to detect the pattern of it. Thus, we need a data
3

mining technique for these data and visualize it using the multiple correspondence
analysis as it is considered one of the best data reduction techniques. As mentioned
earlier, applying these techniques will help us to reduce the dimensionality of the data,
and to study all variables, categories and individuals together, and finally detecting the
data pattern.
Thus, the main objectives to be achieved in this thesis are :
 Review of the main theoretical notch and some applications of simple and
multiple correspondence analysis.
 Filter cardiotocography data and select some variables from it and convert the
quantitative variables to qualitative .
 Apply MCA on the selected data and detect all dimensions, interia to reduce this
dimensions .
 Know what is the high contributions and the quality of representation on the
variables' categories and individuals .
 Introduce the best graphical representation in low dimension to cardiotocography
data by MCA .
1.7 Methodology
In this study, we are going to apply multiple correspondence analysis to find the
best graphical representation in low dimension for cardiotocography data to detect a
pattern in the data.
The methodology of this thesis is divided into two parts: theoretical part and
applied part. In theoretical part, we present the basic concepts and the mechanism of
action of simple and multiple correspondence analysis by discussing how it works and
learn some interia which is useful to reduce the dimensions of the data and represent it in
low dimensions and learn more about special types and methods of correspondence
analysis and its capability to visualize data .
In the applied part, we apply MCA methods on cardiotocography data to get the
best visualization of the data in order to be able to detect the pattern in the data, and
reduce these dimensions .
All of our computations in this study are performed on R statistical software,
version 3.3.2.
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1.8 Literature Review
The term ―correspondence analysis‖ was first proposed in the fall of 1962. The
first presentation under this title was made by J.-P. Benz´ecri at the Coll`ege de France in
a course in the winter of 1963. By the late 1970s what correspondence analysis had
become was not limited to the extraction of factors from any table of positive values.
Recently, there were several studies which casted highlight on the correspondence
analysis in several areas, particularly in medical and cardiotocography field.
Askell-Williams & Lawson (2004) proposed that the multivariate,
multidimensional, discovery approach of the correspondence analysis technique has
considerable potential for data analysis in the social sciences. He described the
application of correspondence analysis to transcripts gathered from focused interviews
about teaching and learning held with a small sample of child-care students, medical
students and the students’ teachers. Seven dimensions emerged from the analysis,
suggesting that the knowledge that underlies students’ learning intentions and actions is
multi-dimensional and transactive.
Kumar & Nasser ( 2016 ) introduced four well known, effective and sophisticated
scientific data reduction methods, correspondence analysis, singular value decomposition
(SVD), robust singular value decomposition (RSVD) and depth for data visualization,
pattern recognition and outlier detection, Since these techniques are used for data
reduction technique. He used these techniques to visualize data taking only two or three
dimensions that maximize the total variation of data. He found that, in many cases two or
three singular values or eigenvalues that cannot explain most (greater than 80%) of the
variation of data. In that case, he recommended the use of L1 depth, half space depth and
kernel based depth for visualizing data. The used data in this paper there were four well
known real dataset (fisher’s iris data, Wisconsin breast cancer data, Glass identification
data and Seeds data) for visualization and also rigorously explained the results on the
motion of the aforementioned techniques.
Ngai & Cheng (1997) offered a short introductory treatment to two multivariate
statistical techniques, PCA and CA, and then used real data – ―the potential barriers data
set‖ from the field of quality management as an example to demonstrate their use. He
found that PCA is conducted on the set of survey data and produced four orthogonal
dimensions to potential barriers to TQM implementation. CA is then applied in order to
corroborate the findings of PCA. In addition, CA provided a simultaneous graphical
representation of the data organized under different categories, which shows how the
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potential barriers relate to one another and to the different types of industry. CA made it
possible to gain a deeper insight and acquired a fuller understanding of the data in order
to interpret the data and make inferences from a more informed perspective.
Greenacre (1992) presented a various applications of correspondence analysis to
biomedical data. The author introduced the basic concepts of profile, mass and chisquared distance in an initial simple example using data on the relationship between
headache types and age. The main result of the correspondence analysis is a geometric
map of this relationship showing how the relative frequencies of headache types change
with age. A second example maps the association between personality types and various
medical diagnostic groups, while a third example deals with categorical rating scales such
as an efficacy scale for a medication or a scale of pain. A final example illustrates the
more complex situation when several categorical variables are involved using test data on
a collection of bacterial isolates, with the object of comparing bacterial types and
understanding the inter-relationships of the different tests.
Jeiewski, et al. (1995) studied the ergonomic visualization of cardiotocography
data. The data acquired from a bedside monitor comprise fetal heart rate and uterine
activity signals. In conventional cardiotocography, a trace is printed on a chart paper
steadily fed out from a printer. The study showed that a new technology to be introduced
should provide the same graphic form and quality as on a strip chart. Four display
formats are designed to meet various medical needs: full size, overview, trend and
browse. The full-size displays emulates conventional monitoring. The overview display
shows traces from up to 9 beds simultaneously. The trend display enables to view and
analyze a one-hour trace on one screen. In the browse display a record is accessible in the
system archive simply by trace appearance. Applied compression algorithms avert
substantial information loss. He concluded that data visualization according to the
presented considerations allows optimal transfer from conventional cardiotocography to
the computerized one.
Leibovici & Birkin (2013) studied census-based spatial simulation models such as
microsimulations, exhibiting this kind of properties is useful as forecasts moves of population
characteristics to be considered for healthcare policy scenario analysis. He showed how to
run simple and multiple correspondence analysis within R using a package dedicated to
multiway analysis (the R package PTAk), that is, working on multi-entry array data using an
algorithm extending classical multidimensional analysis. A didactic approach from two-way
analyses to multiway ones, of the same dataset generated from a population spatial simulation
model allows a critical demonstration of the potential of the different t methods. Particular
attention is also given to the different choices of spatial units and the scale variation effect
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within a nested administrative zoning system that can be analyzed by a correspondence
analysis with respect to a model (extending the approach using the independence model) and
which can be done for a simple, multiple of multiway correspondence analysis.

Greenacre (2002) gave a comprehensive explanation of the multivariate technique
(correspondence analysis), applied in the context of a large survey of a nation’s state of
health (the Spanish National Health Survey). He first showed how correspondence
analysis can be used to interpret a simple cross-tabulation by visualizing the table in the
form of a map of points representing the rows and columns of the table. Combinations of
variables can also be interpreted by coding the data in the appropriate way. The technique
can also be used to deduce optimal scale values for the levels of a categorical variable,
thus giving quantitative meaning to the categories. Multiple correspondence analysis can
analyze several categorical variables simultaneously, and is analogous to factor analysis
of continuous variables. Other uses of correspondence analysis are illustrated using
different variables of the same Spanish database: for example, exploring patterns of
missing data and visualizing trends across surveys from consecutive years.
1.9 Layout of the Thesis
This thesis uses the correspondence analysis for cardiotocography data. The
current chapter served as an introduction and background of the present study and the
main reasons and motives that prompted us to do this study. Also we described the goals
of the research, importance of the research, research methodology, thesis structure and
literature review. In chapter two we present an overview of simple correspondence
analysis and describe building of CA methodology.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of multiple correspondence analysis and describes
its building and interia. In chapter four, practical case of analyzing a real
cardiotocography dataset will be presented. We build MCA solution of the
cardiotocography data and get the best data visualization in low dimension and detect the
pattern in the data, whereas in the fifth chapter we discuss conclusions of the study and
recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2
Simple Correspondence analysis
2. 1. Introduction
Correspondence analysis is an exploratory multivariate technique for
simultaneously displaying scores representing the row categories and column categories
of a two-way contingency table as the coordinates of points in a low-dimensional (two- or
possibly three-dimensional) vector space. The objective is to clarify the relationship
between the row and column variates of the table and to discover a low-dimensional
explanation for possible deviations from independence of those variates. The
methodology has its own nomenclature, and its approach is decidedly geometric,
especially for interpreting the resulting graphical displays.
For two-way contingency tables, correspondence analysis is known as simple
correspondence analysis. For three-way and higher contingency tables, it is known as
multiple correspondence analysis. Variants of correspondence analysis are dual (or
optimal) scaling, reciprocal averaging, perceptual mapping, and social space analysis. In
general, correspondence analysis is applicable when the variates are discrete with many
categories and, hence, is well-suited for analyzing large contingency tables. It can also be
used for continuous variates, such as age, which can be segmented into a finite number of
ranges, but discretization of a continuous variate usually entails some loss of information.
2.2. Genesis of Correspondence Analysis
The term ―correspondence analysis‖ was first proposed in the fall of 1962. The first
presentation under this title was made by J.-P. Benz´ecri at the Coll`ege de France in a
course in the winter of 1963. By the late 1970s what correspondence analysis had become
was not limited to the extraction of factors from any table of positive values. It also
catered for data preparation; rules such as coding using complete disjunctive form; tools
for assessing the validity of results principally through calculations of contribution;
provision of effective procedures for discrimination and regression; and harmonious
linkage with cluster analysis. Thus a unified approach was developed, for which the
formalism remained quite simple, but for which deep integration of ideas was achieved
with diverse problems. Many of the latter originally appeared from different sources, and
some went back in time by many decades.
Two explanations are proposed for the success of correspondence analysis. Firstly,
the principle of distributional equivalence allows a table of positive values to be given a
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mathematical structure that compensates, as far as possible, for arbitrariness in the choice
of weighting and subdivision of categories. Secondly, a great number of data analysts,
working in very different application fields, found available a unified processing
framework, and a single software package. Correspondence analysis was considered as a
standard, unifying and integrated analysis framework – a platform.
Correspondence analysis was initially proposed as an inductive method for
analyzing linguistic data. From a philosophy standpoint, correspondence analysis
simultaneously processes large sets of facts, and contrasts them in order to discover
global order; and therefore it has more to do with synthesis (etymologically, to synthesize
means to put together) and induction. On the other hand, analysis and deduction (viz., to
distinguish the elements of a whole; and to consider the properties of the possible
combinations of these elements) have become the watchwords of data interpretation. It
has become traditional now to speak of data analysis and correspondence analysis, and
not ―data synthesis‖ or ―correspondence synthesis.‖
Chomsky (1957) held that there could not be a systematic procedure for
determining the grammar of a language, or more generally linguistic structures, based on
a set of data such as that of a text repository or corpus. Thus, for Chomsky, linguistics
cannot be inductive (i.e., linguistics cannot construct itself using a method, explicitly
formulated, from the facts to the laws that govern these facts); instead linguistics has to
be deductive (in the sense of starting from axioms, and then deriving models of real
languages).
This is how data analysis is feasible and practical in a world fuelled by computing
capability: ―We call the distribution of a word the set of its possible environments.‖ In the
background we have a consideration that Laplace noted: a well-constructed language
automatically leads to the truth, since faults in reasoning are shown up as faults in syntax.
In response to the structuralists who hold that objects do not exist and instead only
relations between the objects really exist, Benz´ecri in replying echoes Aristotle’s On the
spirit that objects do exist, but they are only revealed to us through their relations.
(Murtagh , 2005 )
From 1950 onwards, statistical tests became very popular, to verify or to protect the
acceptability of a hypothesis (or of a model) proposed a priori. On the other hand
correspondence analysis refers from the outset to the hypothesis of independence of
observations (usually rows) I and attributes (usually columns) J but aims only at
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exploring the extent to which this is not verified: hence the spatial representation of
uneven affinities between the two sets.
Correspondence analysis looks for typical models that are achieved a posteriori and
not a priori. This is following the application of mutual processing of all data tables,
without restrictive hypotheses. Thus the aim is the inductive conjugating of models. The
initial project motivated by the Chomskyian thesis was carried out: viz., to give a
formalized method to induction. This was truly an old ambition, spoken about by Bacon
around 1600. In homage to Bacon’s Novum Organum (The New Organon or True
Directions Concerning the Interpretation of Nature, ), Benz´ecri proposed that we should
term data analysis the Novius (―Newer‖) Organum. (Murtagh , 2005 )
2.3. Correspondence analysis or principal components analysis
2. 3.1 Similarities of these two algorithms
Principal components analysis is a data analysis algorithm that is similar to
correspondence analysis. At least the core visualization objective is shared by both. They
both start with a data table or array as input. They both construct a low-dimensional
Euclidean output, that can be visualized as a type of map. The mathematics behind both
is also very similar: the factors in correspondence analysis, and the principal components
in principal components analysis, are defined from the eigenvectors of a square,
symmetric matrix. This square matrix is often a correlation matrix in principal
components analysis. In correspondence analysis, the square matrix is also a crossproducts matrix (Murtagh, 2005).
2.3.2 Digression on Principal Components Analysis
Principal components analysis comes in three ―flavors,‖ . We would suggest that
the third one is the most important in practice. The same basic algorithm applies to all
three ―flavors‖ but they differ in data preprocessing, prior to the determining of the
principal components. Say that the input data array is denoted X, which contains values
which cross n observations with m variables. Each observation can be considered as a
point in an m-dimensional space. Each variable, analogously, can be considered as a point
in an n-dimensional space.
The variables used may be very different in value: some may ―shout louder‖ than
others. To enforce a measure of homogeneity on our data, we may center the
observations, and we may ―reduce‖ them to unit variance.
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To center the observations, say that the ith observation has values that are
represented thus: xi1 , xi 2 , xi 3 ,....xim . Let the mean observation be given by: x1 , x2 , x3 ,......xm .
Centering each observation gives: xi1  x1 , xi 2  x2 , xi 3  x3 ,.....xim  xm .
We have x1 defined as x1 = 1/n  xi1 . This means that we have completely relocated
i

the origin or zero point in our space. There are major implications for principal
components analysis. We will be seeking a new system of axes, to better fit our data. The
new system of axes will have a new, and better, origin.
Reduction to unit variance involves rescaling the original variables in the following
way. Let us assume that centering has already taken place. Then we transform:
xi1  x1 , xi 2  x2 , xi 3  x3 ,.....xim  xm to the following:
( xi1  xi1 ) / 1 ,( xi 2  xi 2 ) /  2 ,( xi 3  xi 3 ) /  3 ,.....( xim  xim ) /  m

where the sample variance is  2 and defined as: 12  1/ ni  xi1  x1  . The effect of
2

reduction to unit variance is to enforce similar intervals on all variables.
There are many other ways to enforce homogeneity on the input data. Motivation
for centering to zero mean, and standardizing to unit variance, is linked to seeing the data
as an approximately Gaussian-shaped cloud of points. With this viewpoint there is no
asymmetry to be considered, nor multimodality, nor outlier values.
Further important motivation for centering to zero mean, and standardizing to unit
variance, is linked to seeing the data values as realizations of a continuous distribution of
values. Both of these motivations are different in correspondence analysis. Firstly, the
enforcing of homogeneity is carried out differently. Secondly, the data that is preferably
handled by correspondence analysis includes data tables containing frequencies, or
scores, or presence/ absence values, and other kinds of qualitative or categorical values.
The ―flavors‖ of principal components analysis can now be listed. Let X be the
initial data. Principal components analysis takes place on X t X and in the dual space
(e.g., space of variables, if we had considered the space of observations to begin with)
X X t where

t

denotes transpose.

1. If X is neither centered to zero mean, nor reduced to unit variance, then X X t is a socalled sums of squares and cross-products matrix.
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2. If X is centered to zero mean, then X X t is the variance-covariance matrix.
3. If X is both centered to zero mean, and reduced to unit variance, then X X t is the
correlation matrix.
Different analyses result from these ―flavors.‖ Generally the last one, the analysis of
correlations, can be recommended (Murtagh , 2005 ).
2.3.3 Simple Correspondence Analysis
2.3.3.1 Two-Way Contingency Tables
Categorical data are count data that are collected in a contingency table N. A twoway (r×s) contingency table with r rows (labelled A1 , A2 ,
B1 , B2 ,

, Ar ) and s columns (labeled

, Bs ) has rs cells. The ijth cell has entry nij , representing the observed frequency

in row category Ai and column category B j , i = 1, 2, . . . , r, j = 1, 2, . . . , s. The ith
marginal row total is ni  =

n j =



r

n

i 1 ij



s

n , i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and the jth marginal column total is

j 1 ij

, j = 1, 2, . . . , s. If n =

 
r

s

i 1

j 1

nij individuals are classified by row

and column categories, then Table 2.1, which is also called a correspondence table,
shows the cell frequencies, marginal totals, and total sample size. For interpretation
purposes, it is important to distinguish when the n individuals are randomly selected from
some very large population or when they actually constitute the entire population of
interest.
TABLE 2.1. Two-way contingency table, showing observed cell frequencies, row and
column marginal totals, and total sample size.
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We denote by  ij the probability that an individual has the properties Ai and B j , i =
1, 2, . . . , r, j = 1, 2, . . . , s. In the event that the row variable A is independent of the
column variable B, we have that  ij   i   j , where

 i =


j

ij

and   j =


i

ij

, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , r and j = 1, 2, . . . , s.

We are generally interested in assessing whether A and B are indeed independent
variables. Such a question can alternatively be posed in terms of homogeneity of the row
or column probability distributions; that is, whether all the rows have the same
probability distributions across columns, or, equivalently, whether all the columns have
the same probability distributions across rows.
2.3.3.2 Row and Column Dummy Variables
For a two-way contingency table, we are interested in the relationship between the
row categories and the column categories. We define two sets of dummy variates, an rvector Xi  ( X ij ) to indicate which of the n observations fall into the ith row, and an svector Yj  (Yij ) to indicate which of the n observations fall into the jth column; that is,

1, if the jth individual belongs to Ai
X ij  
otherwise
 0,
1, if the ith individual belongs to B j
Yij  
otherwise
 0,
i = 1, 2, . . . , r, j = 1, 2, . . . , s. These indicator vectors can be collected into two matrices,
an (r × n)-matrix X and an (s × n)-matrix y . Note that even though both x and y are
defined by the specific distribution of cell frequencies in the contingency table, it turns
out that the summary information will be the same as if we assume, for convenience, that
x and y are given by

X

r n

1

0


0



1 0
0 1
0 0

0
1
0

0
0
1
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0

0


1



(2.1)

y s n

1

0


0



1 0
0 1

0
1

0 0

0

0


1



0
0

0

1

(2.2)

respectively.
Matrices derived from x and y reproduce the observed cell frequencies and their
marginal totals. The (r× s)-matrix xy reproduces the observed cell frequencies of the
contingency table,
 n11 n12
n
n

xy   21 22


 nr1 nr 2

The (r × r) matrix

n1s 
n2s 
N


nrs 

xx

(2.3)

and the (s × s) matrix

yy are both diagonal , xx

having as diagonal entries the r marginal row totals and yy having as diagonal entries
the s marginal column totals,

xx  diag n1 , ,nr  

(2.4)

yy  diag n1, ,ns 

(2.5)

Collecting (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) together, we can form the (r+s)×(r+s) block
matrix,
τ

 x  x   nDr
     N 
 y  y  

N 

nDc 

(2.6)

where



,n / n
r



,n / n
s

D  n1xx  diag n / n,
r
1

D  n1yy  diag n / n,
c
1
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(2.7)



(2.8)

The matrix (2.6) is known as a Burt matrix (Burt, 1950) for a two-way contingency
table. It is nonnegative definite and symmetric and is the analogue in the discrete case
(after dividing through by n) of the sample covariance matrix of two sets of continuous
variates (Izenman , 2008 ).
2.3.3.3 Profiles, Masses, and Centroids
The (r × s)-matrix
P  n1 N

(2.9)

converts the contingency table N into a correspondence matrix as in Table 2.2. If the n
individuals constitute a random sample, the entry, in the ith row and jth column of P can
be characterized as either the uniformly minimum variance unbiased (UMVU) estimator
or the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of  ij .
TABLE 2.2. Correspondence matrix, showing observed cell relative frequencies
P ( pij  nij / n) , row marginal totals r ( pi   ni  / n) , and column marginal totals
c ( p j  n j / n)

The row totals and column totals of P are given by the diagonal elements of Dr
and Dc , respectively.
The (r × s)-matrix Pr of row profiles of N (or P) consists of the rows of N divided
by their appropriate row totals (e.g.,

nij / ni  , which, under random sampling, can be

characterized as either the UMVU or ML estimator of

 ij /  i  , the conditional

probability that an individual has property B j given that he or she has property Ai ), and
can be computed as the regression coefficient matrix of y on x ; that is,
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Pr  ( xx ) 1 xy  n( x ) 1 x 1n 1 xy
 a1 
 
 (n 1 xx ) 1 n 1 N  Dr1 P   
 ar 
 

(2.10)

where

n
ai   i1 ,
 ni 

,

nis 

ni  

(2.11)

is the ith row profile, i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
Similarly, the (s × r)-matrix

Pc of column profiles of N (or P) consists of the

columns of N divided by their appropriate column totals (e.g., nij / n j , which, under
random sampling, can be characterized as the UMVU or ML estimator of  ij /   j , the
conditional probability that an individual has property Ai given that he or she has
property B j ) , and computed as the regression coefficient matrix of x on y ; that is,

 b1 
 
Pc  ( yy ) 1 yx  Dc1P    ,
 bs 
 

(2.12)

 n1 j
bj  
,
n
 j

(2.13)

where
,

nrj 

n j 

is the jth column profile, j = 1, 2, . . . , s.
The row means of the contingency table N are the row sums of P,

 X 1   n1 / n   p1 
  
 

P1s     

  r,
 X  n / n  p 
 r   r   r 

(2.14)

and the column means of N are the column sums of P (or row sums of P ),
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 Y1   n1 / n   p1 
  
 

P 1r     

  c,
 Ys   n / n   p 
   s   r 


(2.15)

where 1a denotes an a-vector each of whose entries is 1. The vectors r and c can be
formed from the diagonal elements of Dr and Dc , respectively; that is, Dr  diag r
and Dc  diag c .
Powers of these diagonal matrices are given by
Dc  diag c  , where

r  and

Dr  diag r  

and

c are the column vectors (2.14) and (2.15),

respectively, with each entry raised to the αth power.
The ith element,

pi   ni  / n , of the r-vector r is called the ith row mass and,

under random sampling, is an estimate of the unconditional probability,  i  , of belonging
to Ai . Similarly, the jth element, p j  n j / n , of the s-vector c is called the jth column
mass and is an estimate of the unconditional probability,   j , of belonging to B j . In
correspondence analysis, r is called the average column profile and c is called the
average row profile of the contingency table. The vector c is also referred to as the row
centroid because it can be expressed as the weighted average of the row profiles, namely,
r

c   pi  ai ,

(2.16)

i 1

where the weights are the row masses. Similarly, the vector r is referred to as the column
centroid because it can be expressed as the weighted average of the column profiles,
namely,
s

r   p j b j ,

(2.17)

j 1

where the weights are the column masses. It is not difficult to show that the relationship
between r and c is given by r  P Dc1c and c  P Dr1r (Izenman , 2008).
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2.3.3.4 Chi-squared Distances
In correspondence analysis, it is important to be able to visualize distances between
different row profiles (i.e., rows of Pr ) or between different column profiles (i.e., rows of

Pc ). To do this, we use the chi-squared metric as a measure of distance.
Row Distances
Consider the ith and ith row profiles, ai and ai , respectively. We will need the
fact that ai  ai is an s-vector whose jth entry is

nij / ni   nij / ni . The squared χ2-

distance between ai and ai is defined as the quadratic form ,
d 2 (ai , ai )  (ai  ai ) Dc1 (ai  ai )
s

n

j 1 n j

 nij nij 



 ni  ni 

(2.18)

2

(2.19)

We see from (2.19) that the jth column mass, n j / n , enters the squared distance
between row profiles ai and ai as an inverse element of the jth term in the sum. It
follows that those categories having fewer observations contribute more to the inter-row
profile distances.
Recall that c is the row centroid. The (r × s)-matrix of centered row profiles
Pr  1r c , where Pr  Dr1P , has ith row (ai  c) , with jth entry ni1 (nij  ni  n j / n) , i =

1, 2, . . . , r, j = 1, 2, . . . , s. The squared χ2-distance between ai and c is, therefore,
d 2 (ai , c)  (ai  c) Dc1 (ai  c)

1

ni 

s

n

j 1 ni  n j

ni  n j 

 nij 

n 


2

(2.20)

Summing (2.20) over all row profiles yields
2

ni  n j   ni  n j 

n pi  d (ai , c)    nij 
 /

n   n 
i 1
i 1 j 1 
r

r

s

2

which is the Pearson’s chi-squared statistic,
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(2.21)

  
2

i

(O ij  E ij )2

(2.22)

E ij

j

where the observed cell frequency Oij and the expected cell frequency Eij (assuming
independence of row and column variates) are given by
Oij  nij ,

Eij 

ni  n j

(2.23)

n

j = 1, 2, . . . , s. Under random sampling,  2 has

respectively, i = 1, 2, . . . , r,

approximately (large n) the χ2 distribution with (r −1)(s−1) degrees of freedom (see, e.g.,
Rao, 1965, Section 6d.2).
Column Distances
In a similar manner, we define the squared χ2-distance between the jth and
j th column profiles, b j and b j  , respectively, as the quadratic form,

d 2 (bi , b j )  (bi  b j ) Dr1 (bi  b j )
nij  
n  nij
 



n j  
i 1 ni   n j
r

(2.24)

2

(2.25)

The squared χ2-distance between the jth column profile and the column centroid is,
therefore, given by

d 2 (b j , r )  (b j  r ) Dr1 (b j  r )
1

n j

r

n

i 1 ni  n j

ni  n j 

 nij 

n 


2

(2.26)

Summing (2.26) over all column profiles yields
s

n p j d 2 (b j , r )   2 ,

(2.27)

j 1

where  2 is given by (2.22).
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Thus, the weighted average of the squared χ2-distances of all row profiles to the row
centroid (or of all column profiles to the column centroid), where the weights are the row
masses (column masses), is the quantity  2 / n . If the row and column variates are
independent, then  2 / n will be small, in which case every component of  2 / n —
either the

p

i

d 2 (ai , c) or the

p

j

d 2 (b j , r ) — will be small. On the other hand, if

 2 / n is large, that means that at least one of the

p

j

p

i

d 2 (ai , c) or at least one of the

d 2 (b j , r ) will be large. This type of information will be important in determining

where independence in the table fails (Izenman , 2008).
2.3.4 Total inertia and its decomposition
We see that using dummy variables for representing a two-way contingency table
enables us to view the problem as a special case of canonical variate analysis. The
situation is, however, different in that instead of extracting the correlation structure
between two sets of stochastic data vectors, we are dealing with the correlation structure
of two sets of dummy variables.
Let x = ( xij ), where xij  X ij  X i is either 1  (ni  / n) or ni  / n .
Similarly, let y = ( yij ), where yij  Yij  Y j is either 1  (n j / n) or n j / n . Then,
the covariance matrices are

n 1xx  n 1x(I n  n 1J n )x  D r  rr 

(2.28)

n 1yy  n 1y(I n  n 1J n ) y  Dc  cc 

(2.29)

where J a  1a1a is an (a×a)-matrix of 1s.
Linearly independent rows or columns. A set of vectors is linearly independent if no
vector in the set is (a) a scalar multiple of another vector in the set or (b) a linear
combination of other vectors in the set. A linear combination is an expression constructed
from a set of terms by multiplying each term by a constant and adding the results.
The rank of a matrix is the maximum number of independent rows (or, the maximum
number of independent columns). A square matrix Ann is non-singular only if its rank is
equal to n.
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The matrices xx (of rank r−1) and yy (of rank s−1) are both singular (has a zero
determinant) and, hence, their inverses do not exist. We could sidestep this problem by
deleting one of the row dummy variables and one of the column dummy variables, but
this would reduce the dimensionality and we would not be able to recover the points from
the missing dimensions.
The standard assumption of contingency table analysis is that the row and column
totals are considered fixed and the cell frequencies in N are allowed to vary within those
constraints. Accordingly, we center the elements of N at the values we expect them to
have under independence (instead of centering the data N at the mean). Thus, (2.29)
becomes the relative frequency matrix,

n1x( I n  n1J n ) y  P  rc  P

(2.30)

The matrix N  nP is often called the matrix of residuals because its ijth entry,

nij  Oij  Eij , shows the difference between the observed cell frequency ( Oij ) and its
expected cell frequency ( Eij ), assuming independence between row and column variates,
i = 1, 2, . . . , r, j = 1, 2, . . . , s


(see 2.23). Note that because



N1s  ( N  nrc )1s  N1s  nrc 1s  nr  nr  0 , the rank of N (and, hence, of P ) is at

most s − 1.
The (s × s)-matrix R plays a central role in canonical variate analysis (a
multivariate technique which is concerned with determining the relationships between
groups of variables in a data set), and it has an obvious analogue in this development. The
correspondences between it and (2.6) are given by



 Dr ,

XX



YY

 Dc ,



XY

P

(2.31)

Accordingly, we use (2.7), (2.8), and (2.30) to compute the (s × s)-matrix,
R0  Dc1/2 P Dr1PDc1/2

where Dr1  diag r 1 and

(2.32)

Dc1/2  diag c 1/2  . The entry in the jth row and j th

column of R0 is given by
r

(n j n j )1/2 
i 1

ni  n j 
ni  n j 
1 
 nij 
 nij 

ni  
n 
n 
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(2.33)

and the jth diagonal entry of R0 is obtained by setting j  j ,
1
n j

ni  n j 
1 

 nij 

n 
i 1 ni  
r

2

(2.34)

The trace of an n-by-n square matrix A is defined to be the sum of the elements on the
main diagonal.
The trace of R0 , which is also the sum of the eigenvalues of R0 , is
2

ni  n j 
1 
X2
  tr R0   

 nij 
 
n 
n
j 1
i 1 j 1 ni  n j 
s

r

s

2
j

(2.35)

where  2 is given by (2.22).
If the value of  2 is very large , the hypothesis of independence of the row and
column variates in the contingency table has to be rejected. It then becomes of interest to
determine where the deviations from independence occur. Understanding which
characteristics of the data are important may be useful for further study.
The quantity  2 / n is referred to as the amount of total inertia in the contingency
table. The eigenvalues (or principal inertias) of R0 form a decomposition of the total
inertia. The accumulated contribution of the first t principal inertias is given by

12 



 t2

(2.36)

2
j 1 j

s

which is an analogue of the percentage of total variance explained by the first t principal
components, where we usually take t to be 2 or 3 (Izenman , 2008).
2.3.5 Principal Coordinates for Row and Column Profiles
The matrix R0 in (2.32) can be expressed as
R0  M  M

(2.37)

where the (r × s)-matrix
M  Dr1/2 PDc1/2

(2.38)
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has ijth entry given by the Pearson residual,

n n 

mij  (ni  n j )1/2  nij  i   j 
n 


(2.39)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , r, j = 1, 2, . . . , s.
Thus, from (2.35), the sum of squares of all rs Pearson residuals in the contingency
table is the total inertia. Note that because rank P  s  1 , it follows that M in (2.38) also
has rank at most s−1. The singular value decomposition of M is, therefore, given by

M  UDV 

(2.40)

where U is an (r × s)-matrix, U  U  I s , whose columns are the eigenvectors, u j  ,
corresponding to the s−1 nonzero eigenvalues of the (r × r)-matrix
MM   Dr1/2 PDc1P Dr1/2  R1

(2.41)

V is an (s × s)-matrix, V  V  I s , whose columns are the eigenvectors,

v  ,

M  M  R0 ,

and

the

eigenvalues

of

the

(s×s)-matrix

j

corresponding

to

D  diag 1 ,

, s  is an (s × s) diagonal matrix with its principal diagonal having

entries the singular values (the positive square-roots of the nonzero eigenvalues of either
R0 or R1 ).

Combining (2.38) and (2.40), we can write
P  ( Dr1/2U ) D (V  Dc1/2 )  AD B

(2.42)

where

A  Dr1/2U ,

B = Dc1/2V

(2.43)

Note that
A Dr1 A  I s ,

B Dc1B  I s

(2.44)

The expression (2.42) (and (2.44)) is the generalized singular value decomposition
of P in the metrics Dr1 and Dc1 . The columns of A and B are called the principal axes
of the row and column profiles.
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The squared χ2-distance (in the metric Dc1 ) between the (r×s)-matrices of centered
row profiles Pr  1r c and B is given by
GP  ( Pr  1r c ) Dr1B
 ( Dr1PDc1 ) B
 Dr1 ( AD B ) Dc1B
 D r1AD 

(2.45)

where we have used (2.10), 1r  Dr1r , (2.41), and (2.43).
Similarly, we can show that the squared χ2-distance (in the metric Dr1 ) between the
(s×r)-matrices of centered column profiles Pc  1c r τ and A is given by
H P  ( Pc  1c r ) Dr1B

 Dc1BD

(2.46)

Substituting (2.42) for the A and B in (2.44) and (2.45), respectively, we have that
GP  Dr1/2UD ,

H P  Dc1/2VD

(2.47)

The columns of GP and H P are called the principal coordinates of the row and
column profiles, respectively (hence the subscript P). The matrices GP and H P are
related to each other. It can be shown (Izenman , 2008) that
GP  Dr1PH P D1 ,

H P  Dc1P GP D1

(2.48)

2.4 Graphical Displays
In correspondence analysis, one has the choice between analyzing only the row
profiles, or analyzing only the column profiles, or analyzing both the row and column
profiles together. The graphical displays formed from plotting the row and column
coordinates in Table 2.3 are scatterplots that can be of two types:
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TABLE 2.3. The t-dimensional formulas for row and column coordinates are the
columns of the first t rows of the following matrices, where t is two or three.

Symmetric map: Both row and column coordinates are expressed as principal
coordinates.
Asymmetric map: The row (or column) coordinates are expressed as principal
coordinates while the other is expressed as standard coordinates.
Most users of correspondence analysis prefer to view a symmetric map of both the
row and column principal coordinates (2.47) in a two- (or three-) dimensional scatterplot.
First, we make a scatterplot of each of the r rows of the first two (or three) columns of
GP . Then, on the same scatterplot, we overlay a plot of each of the s rows of the first

two (or three) columns of H P .
There will be r + s points in these scatterplots, which are called correspondence
maps. For clearer interpretation, different symbols should be used for the row points and
column points. It is also useful (unless the plot would look overly cluttered) to identify
each point in the plot by a tag showing its corresponding category name. If the row (or
column) categories are ordered in some way, such as time-order by year or successive
age ranges, then it is visually helpful to connect those category points in the plot with
each other to indicate such order-dependence.
In general, points in the scatterplot that appear ―close‖ to each other tend to
correspond to categories that are closely related. More specifically,
•

if row points are close, then those rows have similar conditional distributions across
columns;

•

if column points are close, then those columns have similar conditional distributions
across rows;
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•

if a row point is close to a column point, then that configuration suggests a
particular deviation from independence.

In general, we should not try to compare the positions of row points with the
positions of column points and say, for example, that if a particular row point is very
close to a particular column point then the corresponding row and column categories are
related to each other (Izenman , 2008). (A dissenting view that supports identifying row
points with neighboring column points is given by Van der Heijden et al, 1989.)
2.5 Square Asymmetric Contingency Tables
An important special case of two-way contingency tables consists of square tables,
where r = s and the rows have the same categories as the columns. Examples of square
tables include:
•

Individuals who are naturally paired, such as husbands and wives or fathers and
sons, are classified by occupational or social status.

•

Experiments conducted on naturally paired items, such as vision grades of left eye
and right eye.

•

Two investigators or event judges independently rate each subject in a study using
the same Likert-type scale.

•

Individuals in a sample are categorized by region of residence at two distinct points
in time.

•

To study accuracy of a classification rule, the rows give the classes to which the
data were assigned by the rule, the columns define the true classes (possibly
determined from reference data), the cell entries show how much the classified data
and the reference data agree, and the diagonal cells show the numbers of correct
classifications.
If a square table N is symmetric with respect to the r 2 cell frequencies

(i.e., N   N ), then the correspondence map will display coincident pairs of row and
column points. In each of the examples listed above, however, the square tables are
asymmetric in the sense that N   N . Unlike rectangular contingency tables, analyzing
asymmetric square tables using correspondence analysis has not been very successful.
The reason is similar to that for models that try to analyze square tables for symmetry: the
data along the principal diagonal tend to have too great an influence on the results.
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An innovative way of analyzing square asymmetric tables was proposed by Gower
(1977) and Constantine and Gower (1978). Consider a square asymmetric contingency
table N that yields the correspondence table P, also square and asymmetric. Gower
showed that P can be decomposed, prior to analysis, into two orthogonal component
tables,
P = M+ Q,

(2.49)

where

1
M  ( P  P ),
2

Q=

1
( P  P )
2

(2.50)

In (2.50), M is a symmetric table ( M   M ) and Q is a skew-symmetric table
( Q  Q ). Because of the orthogonality of the decomposition, separate analyses of M
and Q can be carried out (See Van der Heijden et al., 1989). If r is even, the singular
vectors of Q occur in pairs corresponding to pairs of equal singular values (principal
inertias). If r is odd, the last singular value of Q equals zero.
Greenacre (2000) used the decomposition (2.49) to obtain separate correspondence
maps of M and Q. Greenacre showed that these maps could be obtained from a single
application of simple correspondence analysis to the (2r × 2r) block matrix,

N
N  
N
*

N 
,
N 

(2.51)

with correspondence matrix,

1 P
P*   
4P

P 
,
P

(2.52)

and row and column totals,

1 W 
W*    ,
2 W 

(2.53)

where w = (r + c)/2. Whereas the usual correspondence analysis is to analyze

P  P  rc in the metrics Dr1 and
metrics DW1 and

Dc1 , in this case, we analyze P  WW  in the

DW1 . Thus, (3.49) becomes P  WW   M  WW   Q . We should

expect the total inertia attributed to P  WW  to be larger than the usual total inertia (e.g.,
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(2.35)) because WW  is not the rank-1 matrix closest to P. The extent of the difference
will depend upon how different are r and c from each other.
The dimensionality of N * is 2r − 1, of which r − 1 dimensions belong to M and
the remaining r dimensions to Q. The correspondence map of M displays pairs of
coincident row and column points (so that it suffices to plot only one set of points). We
can, therefore, detect deviations of N from symmetry by concentrating on the
correspondence map of Q.
Thus, there will be two separate correspondence maps for N, one map for the
symmetric component M and the other map for the skew-symmetric component Q. Each
map consists of a single set of points. Greenacre recommends that both correspondence
maps be scaled equally for comparing the relative sizes of the principal inertias
(Izenman, 2008).
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we firstly previewed the correspondence analysis in general and
genesis of correspondence analysis. The objective of correspondence analysis is to clarify
the relationship between the row and column variates of the table and to discover a lowdimensional explanation for possible deviations from independence of those variates.
Both correspondence analysis and principal component analysis used for
visualization and construct a low-dimensional output. Also the mathematics behind both
is also very similar .
The simple correspondence analysis used for two variables with (r×s) contingency
table, by converting the contingency table into a correspondence matrix , and computing
its profiles, masses , centroids. We used the chi-squared metric as a measure of distance
between different column profiles and different row profiles, then principal coordinates
for row and column profiles and its graphical displays .
An important special case of two-way contingency tables ―square asymmetric
contingency tables" which consists of square tables, where r = s and the rows have the
same categories as the columns.
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Chapter 3
Multiple Correspondence analysis
3. 1. Introduction
Multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) is intended to be a generalization of
simple correspondence analysis, in the sense that it is designed to deal with the graphical
representation of contingency tables that have more than two categorical variables. The
fact that as currently conceived it is not a true generalization (in the sense that simple
correspondence analysis is not a special case), however, detracted from its usefulness.
Accordingly, there is much research currently taking place on this topic.
3.2 Principles of MCA
Denoting I the set of n individuals and Q the set of questions, the data table
analyzed by MCA is an I x Q table, such that the entry in cell (i, q) is the category of
question q chosen by individual i. The set of categories of question q is denoted by
K q and the overall set of categories is denoted by K. The number of individuals who have

chosen category k is denoted by nk (with nk > 0); we denote f k  nk / n the relative
frequency of individuals who have chosen category k. MCA yields two clouds of points:
the cloud of individuals and the cloud of categories (Le Roux & Rouanet, 2010).
3.2.1 When to use MCA
MCA is used to analyze a set of observations described by a set of nominal variables.
Each nominal variable comprises several levels, and each of these levels is coded as a
binary variable. For example gender, (F vs. M) is one nominal variable with two levels.
The pattern for a male respondent will be 0 1 and 1 0 for a female. The complete data
table is composed of binary columns with one and only one column taking the value ―1‖
per nominal variable.
MCA can also accommodate quantitative variables by recoding them as ―bins.‖ For
example, a score with a range of -5 to +5 could be recoded as a nominal variable with
three levels: less than 0, equal to 0, or more than 0. With this schema, a value of 3 will be
expressed by the pattern 0 0 1. The coding schema of MCA implies that each row has the
same total, which for CA implies that each row has the same mass. (Abdi & Valentin ,
2007)
3.2.2 The Multivariate Indicator Matrix
We can define a dummy (or indicator) variable for each of the Q categorical
variables that make up the table. Suppose that the qth variable has J q categories and that
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J   q 1 J q is the total number of categories over all variables. Suppose further that
Q

there are n individuals in the study (who may be some part — a sample — or all of a
population).
Let Z  ( zij ) be a (J × n)-matrix, where

1,

z ij  
0,


if the jth individual belongs to the ith category
(3.1)

otherwise,

i = 1, 2, . . . , J, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. We assume that there is no row of Z that contains all 0s.
Each column of Z sums to Q and all Jn entries sum to nQ. The matrix Z is often called a
multivariate indicator matrix. One interpretation of the concept of multiple
correspondence analysis is that of carrying out a simple correspondence analysis of the
multivariate indicator matrix Z.
We can partition the J rows of Z into blocks by variable so that

 Z1 
 
Z  
Z 
 Q

(3.2)

where Z q is a ( J q  n )-matrix corresponding to the qth categorical variable having
J q categories, q = 1, 2, . . .,Q. The following properties of Z are given in Greenacre

(1984). In Z q , there are 1Jq Z q1n  n1s , q = 1, 2, . . .,Q.
Following (2.15), the row masses of Z q are defined by the J q -vector,

cqZ  (nQ)1 Z q1n

(3.3)

Because the row masses of Z q sum to 1Jq cqZ  (nQ)1 n  Q1 , each of the Q categorical
variables has the same total mass. As a result, the row masses over all Q variables sum to
1 . The row centroid is a weighted average of the J q rows of Z q , where the weights are
the row masses,
(cqZ ) Z q
Z 
q
Jq

(c ) 1



(nQ) 11n Z q Z q
Q

1

 n 11n
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(3.4)

This is because Z q Z q  I n . Thus, the qth block of J q row profiles has a row centroid
(3.4) that does not depend upon q. Those J q row profiles are dispersed within a subspace
having at most J q  1 dimensions. All J row profiles are, therefore, dispersed within a
subspace having at most



q

( J q  1)  J  Q dimensions (Izenman , 2008).

3.3 Studying Individuals,Variables and Categories
3.3.1 Studying Individuals
Studying the individuals means understanding the similarities between the
individuals in terms of all the variables. In other words, to provide a typology of the
individuals: which are the most similar (and most dissimilar) individuals ? Are there
groups of individuals which are consistent in terms of their similarities? In the example,
two tea drinkers are considered similar if they answered the questions in the same way .
Individuals are compared on a basis of presence{absence of the categories which they
selected. From this perspective alone, the distance between two individuals depends
entirely on their characteristics and not on those of the other individuals. However, it is
important to account for the characteristics of the other individuals when calculating this
distance.
Let us consider four examples in order to understand how the distance between two
individuals might be calculated:
1. If two individuals select the same categories, the distance which separates should be
nil.
2. If two individuals both select a lot of the same categories, they should be close
together.
3. If two individuals select all of the same categories except for one which is selected by
one of the individuals and only rarely by all of the other individuals, they should be
distanced to account for the uniqueness of one of the two.
4. If two individuals share a rare category, they should be close together despite their
differences elsewhere in order to account for their common distinctiveness.
These different examples can be used to show that the individuals must be compared
category by category whilst at the same time taking into account the rarity or the
universal nature of that category. (Husson , Le , Pages , 2011)
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3.3.2 Studying the Variables and Categories
As in principal component analysis (PCA), the aim is to summarise the
relationships between the variables. These relationships are either studied in pairs or all
together. In this last case, we are looking for synthetic variables which sum up the
information contained within a number of variables. The information carried by a
variable can be studied in terms of its categories. In MCA, we focus primarily on
studying the categories, as categories represent both variables and a group of individuals
(all of the individuals who select this category).
To study how close the categories are to one another, one must first determine the
distance between the categories. Thus, two categories k and k  are each associated with a
group of individuals. One way of comparing these two categories is to count the
individuals which select both categories: two categories can therefore be said to be
further away (in terms of distance), the fewer individuals they have in common. In other
words, the number of individuals which has either category k , or category k  is rather
high; this number is expressed I k  k  .
However, it is important to account for the size of each group of individuals when
calculating this distance. Let us consider an example with three categories k , k  , and k  ,
each composed of 10, 100, and 100 individuals, respectively. If categories k and k  share
no individuals, I k  k  =110. If categories k and k  share 45 individuals, I k  k  = 110.
However, assume that k and k  share 0% individuals whereas k  and k  share 45%
individuals. Categories k and k  need to be further apart than categories k  and k  . It is
therefore important to account for the sample size for each category. (Husson , Le , Pages
, 2011)
3.4 Overall Clouds
3.4.1 Cloud of individuals
In MCA, the distance between individuals is defined as follows. If, for question q,
individuals i and i' choose the same response category ("agreement question"), the part of
the distance due to question q, denoted by dq (i, i'), is null: dq (i, i') =O. The distance
between two individuals is created by the questions for which they choose different
categories ("disagreement questions").
Supposing that for question q, individual i chooses category k and individual i'
chooses category k' different from k, the part of the squared distance between individuals
i and i' due to question q is defined by the formula
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d q2 (i, i ' ) 

1
1

fk fk'

(3.5)

Denoting Q the number of questions f, then the overall squared distance between i and i'
is defined by the formula

d 2 (i, i ' ) 

1
d q2 (i, i ' )

Q qQ

(3.6)

The set of all distances between individuals determines the cloud of individuals
consisting of n points in a space whose dimensionality is L, with L  K - Q (overall
number K of categories minus number Q of questions), and assuming n  L.
If M i denotes the point representing individual i and G the mean point of the cloud,
the squared distance from point M i to point G is

(GM i ) 2  (

1
1
) 1

Q kKi f k

(3.7)

where K, denotes the response pattern of individual i, that is, the set of the Q categories
chosen by individual i,
The variance of the cloud is defined as

 (GM )

i 2

/ n . It can be shown that it is

equal to (K / Q)  1 (average number of categories per question minus 1).
Remark. Since each individual chooses one and only one category per question, every
question q with Kq categories induces a partition of the n individuals into Kq classes.
Comments
1. The smaller the frequencies of disagreement categories, the greater the distance
between individuals.
2. If individual i chooses infrequent categories, the point Mi is far from the center; as a
consequence the individuals who choose infrequent categories are located at the edge of
the cloud.
3. The variance of the cloud does not depend on data.
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Distance and disjunctive table
Let us denote  ik  1 if i has chosen k and if not,  ik  0 , hence the disjunctive I x K
table of 0 and 1. The squared distance between i and i ' can be expressed by the formula:
d 2 (i, i ' )  (1/ Q) ( ik   i'k ) / f k

(3.8)

qQ

( Le Roux & Rouanet , 2010 )
As an example, consider the case of three questions denoted by A, B, C, with
A={a1, a2}, B = {b1, b2}, and C=[c1 , c2, c3}. Hence K = 2 + 2+ 3 =7.
Table 3.1 displays the I x Q table and the disjunctive I x K table, showing an
individual i with response pattern (a1, b2, c2) and an individual i ' with response pattern
(a2, b2, c3).
TABLE 3.1 I x Q table and disjunctive I x K table for Q = 3 questions and K = 2 +2 +3
= 7 categories.

Then we have d 2 (i, i ' )
=

1  (1  0) 2 (0 1) 2 (0  0) 2 (1 1) 2 (0  0) 2 (1 0) 2 (0 1) 2 








3  f a1
fa2
fb1
fb 2
f c1
fc 2
fc3 



= 1 1  1 0 1  1 
3  f a1

fa2

fc 2

fc3 

This brings us back to the distance formula (3.6 ) & (3.7) .
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1

Similarly, one has (GM i )2    ik
 Q kKi f k


 1


3.4.2 Cloud of categories.
The cloud of categories is a weighted cloud of K points. Category k is represented
by a point denoted by M k with weight nk .,
For each question, the sum of the weights of category points is n, hence for the
whole set K the sum is nQ. The relative weight pk of point M k is pk = nk / (nQ) = f k / Q ;
for each question, the sum of the relative weights of category points is 1/ Q , hence for
the whole set the sum is 1.

pk 

nk
f
 k with
nQ Q

p

kK q

k

 1/ Q and

p

kK

k

1

(3.9)

If nkk ' denotes the number of individuals who have chosen both categories k and k',
'

the squared distance between M k and M k is given by the formula

M M 
k

k'

2



nk  nk '  2nkk '

(3.11)

nk nk ' / n

The numerator is the number of individuals who have chosen either k or k' but not
both. For two different questions q and q'. the denominator is the familiar "theoretical
frequency" for the cell (k, k') of the Kq x Kq, two-way table. (Le Roux & Rouanet, 2010 )
Remark
If k and k' are two different categories of the same question, then nkk ' =0 and
(M k M k )2  (1/ f k )  (1/ f k ' ) . Notice that this quantity is equal to the part of the squared
'

distance between two individuals having chosen two different categories for the questionnamely, k and k'.
• The mean point of the cloud is denoted by G (as for the cloud of individuals). It is a
property of the mean point of the subcloud of categories of any question is that it
equals G.
• The squared distance from M k to G is
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(GM k )2 

1
1
fk

(3.11)

• By definition, the variance of the cloud is

 p (GM

) , that is, ( K / Q)  1.

k 2

k

The cloud of categories has the same dimensionality and the same variance as the
cloud of individuals. We denote Vcloud the common value.

Vcloud 

K
1
Q

(3.12)

Comments
1. The more categories k and k' have been chosen by the same individuals, the smaller
'

the distance M k M k .
2. The less frequent a category k, the farther the point M k is from the center of the
cloud.
'

3. The cosine of the angle between GM k and GM k is called the tetrachoric point
correlation, that is,
f kk '  f k f k '
f k (1  f k ) f k ' (1  f k ' )

Note that the tetrachoric correlation is the inferred Pearson Correlation from a two x
two table with the assumption of bivariate normality. ( Le Roux & Rouanet , 2010 )
3.5 Contributions of category points
By definition, the contribution of category point M k to the overall variance is the
ratio of the amount of the variance of the cloud due to category k (equal to Pk (GM k )2 ) to
the overall variance.
The contribution is denoted by Ctrk with

Ctrk 

(1  f k ) / Q 1  f k
Pk (GM k )2


Vcloud
( K  Q) / Q K  Q

Contributions add up by grouping.
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(3.13)

The contribution of a question q is the sum of the contributions of its categories,
that is Ctrq 
questions

Kq 1
K Q

. The sum of the contributions of all categories

  Ctr  or of all
k

  Ctr  is equal to 1.
q

Comments
1. The contribution of a category depends on data (through f k ), whereas that of a
question only depends on the number of categories of the question. The more
categories a question has, the more the question contributes to the variance of the
cloud. This is why questions with overly disproportionate numbers of categories
should be avoided. It is recommended to construct questions having about an equal
number of categories, possibly after grouping. At least, it is advisable to balance
various sets of questions that pertain to the same headings . If all questions have the
same number of categories K , the overall variance is K - 1 and the questions
contribute equally to the variance (Ctrq = 1/ Q).
2. The less frequent a category, the more it contributes to the overall variance. This
property enhances infrequent categories, and this is desirable up to a certain point.
Very infrequent categories of active variables (say, of frequencies less than 5%) need
to be pooled with others whenever feasible; alternatively, specific MCA can be used.
( Le Roux & Rouanet , 2010 )
3.5.1 Principal clouds
Geometric modeling comes before probabilistic modeling, in the spirit of inductive
philosophy: ''The model should follow the data, not the reverse!" The basic outcomes of
geometric methods are descriptive statistics, in the technical sense that they do not
depend on the size of the data set. For instance, in Individuals x Variables tables, if the
individual observations are duplicated, the clouds of points are unchanged ( Le Roux &
Rouanet, 2004, p.299).
Definition . Barycenter of 2 points. Let (A, B) be a pair of points with respective weights
(a, b) (with a > 0 and b > 0); the barycenter of (A, B) is by definition the point G of
segment AB such that aGA  bGB .
Barycentric diagrams. In practice, only the first L principal axes (with L  L ) are
retained, and the principal geometric representation of each cloud is restricted to the
corresponding subspace. When the projected cloud of the points ( M j ) jJ onto the
L  principal subspace is represented together with the projected cloud of the ideal
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points ( I k )kK we get a barycentric diagram (Benzécri, 1973); (Rouanet, Le Roux, 1993)
. And similarly for the cloud ( M k )kK .
In accordance with the geometric approach , each cloud will be referred to its
principal axes = 1, 2, ... L. The principal axes are rectangular; they cross at the
barycenter of the cloud; they are arbitrarily directed. The variance of the projected cloud
or th eigenvalue, denoted by  .

on axis is called the variance of axis

The first principal axis provides the best one-dimensional fit of the cloud (in the
orthogonal least square sense), and the variance of the projected cloud on axis 1 is 1 .
Similarly, the plane generated by principal axes 1 and 2, or principal plane 1-2, provides
the best two-dimensional fit, with variance 1  2 , and so on.
3.5.2 Fundamental properties
1. The two clouds have the same variances (eigenvalues) axis by axis; for any

, one

has   1 .
2. The sum of eigenvalues is the variance of the whole cloud



 Vcloud 

K
1
Q

3. The variance rate of axis

(3.14)

is  

4. The mean of eigenvalues is   (


Vcloud





(3.15)

K
1
Q

K
 1) / ( K  Q)  1/ Q
Q

(3.16)

Owing to the high dimensionality of clouds, the variance rates of the first principal
axes are usually quite low. To better appreciate the importance of the first axes, Benzecri
(1992) proposed the modified rates. For

 1, 2,...

max

such that    calculate

2

2
 Q 
(1) the pseudo-eigenvalue =   
    
 Q 1 
'

(2) the sum S    '
max

1
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(3.17)

then, for



max

the modified rates are equal to  '   ' / S

With the first transition formula, one goes from the cloud of categories to the cloud
of individuals. With the second transition formula, one goes from the cloud of individuals
to the cloud of categories.
3.5.3 Geometric interpretation
The individual point M i is located at the equibarycenter (equibarycenter means
barycenter of equally weighted points ) of the Q category points chosen by individual i,
up to a stretching along the principal axes. Similarly, the category point M k is located at
the equibarycenter of the nk points of individuals who have chosen category k, up to a
stretching along the principal axes .
3.5.4 Supplementary elements.
The individuals and questions on which the construction of the clouds are based are
called active. (A supplementary individual is an individual who does not participate to the
construction of axes. A supplementary category (sometimes called "illustrative
category") is a category that is not used to define the distance between individuals.
The first transition formula enables one to calculate the principal coordinates of a
supplementary individual whose responses to active questions are known, and to locate
this individual in the cloud of individuals. The second transition formula enables one to
calculate the principal coordinates of any category pertaining to a group of active
individuals, and to locate this category in the cloud of categories.
3.5.5 Category mean points.
Consider a category and the subcloud of the individuals who have chosen this
category. The mean point of this subcloud of individuals is called the category mean
point. For category k, it is denoted by M k . . The

th principal coordinate of M k is

denoted by y k with

y k   y i / nk   y k

(3.18)

iI k

Each question q induces a partition of the individuals into Kq classes, so a partition
of the cloud of individuals into Kq subclouds. The mean points of the Kq subclouds
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define the between-q cloud . For question q, the mean point of the between-q cloud is the
mean point G of the overall cloud .
3.5.6 Equivalence Properties
• The MCA of the I x Q table is equivalent to the CA of the disjunctive I x K table.
• The principal axes of MCA are those of the biweighted PCA of the K indicator
variables, with weight 1 for each individual and Qf k for the indicator variable of k .
• Questionnaire with two questions A and B: The results of the Correspondence
Analysis of the A x B contingency table can be obtained from the MCA of the I x Q
table. If, in the CA of the AxB table,  '
(with  min( A, B) 1) and ya the

denotes the

th eigenvalue

th principal coordinate of point M a the

following relations hold:

1
2

   4(  )2  (2  1)2 ; ya 

2  1



ya 

2  1



ya;

(3.19)

and similarly for the principal coordinates of point M b . The variance rates of the CA
of the AxB table are equal to the modified rates of the MCA of the IxQ table.
• All questions are dichotomous: One can encode the categories of each question by
(0,1) and proceed with the standard PCA (PCA of correlations) of the I x Q table of 0
and 1. The eigenvalues are equal to Q times the eigenvalues of the MCA of the I x Q
table, and the coordinates of individuals in PCA are equal to

Q times those of

individuals in MCA. (Le Roux & Rouanet, 2010).
3.6 The Burt Matrix
A second interpretation of the idea of multiple correspondence analysis is based
upon analyzing the (J × J)-matrix

 Z1Z1

Z 2 Z1


B  ZZ 


 Z Z
 Q 1

Z1Z 2
Z 2 Z 2
Z Q Z 2

which is called a Burt matrix.
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Z1Z Q 

Z 2 Z Q 


Z Q Z Q 

(3.20)

B is a symmetric matrix with block structure. The qth diagonal block submatrix,

Z q Z q  nDq , say, is a diagonal matrix of the row totals of Z q (q = 1, 2, . . .,Q), where
Dq is the diagonal matrix of row or column masses for the qth variable. The off-diagonal

(u, v)-block submatrix, Zu Zv  Nuv , say, ( u  v ), is a two-way contingency table
between the uth variable and the vth variable (u, v = 1, 2, . . .,Q). Because the total of all
entries in each submatrix Z i Z j in B is n, the total of all entries of B is b  nQ 2 . The Burt
matrix (3.20) is the analogue in the discrete case of the covariance matrix of Q
continuous variables (Izenman , 2008).
Let us consider the crossing two by two of the Q questions including the crossing
of each question with itself. The symmetric K x K table obtained by juxtaposing the
Q(Q-1) contingency tables (each reproduced twice) and the Q diagonal tables of the
category frequencies is called the Burt table . The Burt table holds the following
properties:
1.

2
The  2 ("Phi-square") of the Burt table, denoted by Burt
is the simple mean,

denoted by  2 of the  2 of the Q(Q - 1)/2 contingency tables .
2
Burt


1 K
Q 1 2
(  1) 

Q Q
Q

TABLE 3.2 : Burt table for Q = 3 questions and K = 2 + 2 + 3 = 7 categories.

2.

The CA of the Burt table produces L axes associated with L eigenvalues that are
the squares of the eigenvalues of the MCA of the I x Q table. As a consequence,
the Burt eigenvalues are more separate than those of the I x Q table: For each
one has:
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2

 2   21    1

and

 21  1
2

3.

For the

2
/ Vcioud    2 / (  ) , the variance rates
axes such that   Burt

 2 /   2 of the CA of the Burt table are greater than the variance rates
 /   =  of the MCA of the I x Q table.
4.

The CA of the Burt table produces a single cloud of category points. The lth
principal coordinate from the Burt table associated with category k is the lth
principal coordinate y k of the category mean point M k . Therefore the Burt cloud
coincides with the union of the Q between-q clouds, that is, the cloud of the K
category mean points.

5.

The contribution of M k to axis

in the Burt cloud is equal to pk ( y k )2 /  2 ;

therefore it is equal to Ctrk  pk ( y k )2 /  , the contribution of M k in the cloud of
categories. As a consequence, one may proceed to the interpretation of axes from
the CA of the Burt table.
Remarks
1. Le Roux & Rouanet (2010 ) affirmed that the Burt table can be obtained from the
individuals x questions table, not the reverse! The CA of the Burt table does not
produce a cloud of individuals. To reinsert individuals into the analysis, one must put
them as supplementary elements under their disjunctive encodings; then, as
supplementary elements in the CA of the Burt table, the principal coordinates of the
individuals are those from the MCA of the I x Q table.
2. A case in point for specific MCA is the problem of infrequent categories (say, <5%)
of active variables. As already seen , they participate heavily in the contribution of the
variable, and they can be overly influential for the determination of axes. What
should be done in the first place is to attempt to pool infrequent categories with some
other categories of the same variable. When this is not naturally feasible, it is
possible, in order to preserve the constitutive properties of MCA, to resort to a variant
of MCA that ignores these categories for the determination of distances between
individuals.
More generally, there may be categories of active variables that one would
like to discard, such as "junk" categories. By junk category, we mean a category
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made of heterogeneous entities, for instance "others" in a questionnaire. Such a
category is properly not representable by a point. Finally, there is the case of
missing data for some variables.
In specific MCA, these various sorts of undesirable categories may be treated
as passive categories as opposed to active categories of active questions. Experience
has shown that specific MCA permits a more refined analysis than regular MCA.
3.7 Specific clouds
3.7.1 Specific cloud of individuals
We denote d' the specific distance between two individuals (as opposed to d ). If,
for question q, both individuals i and i' have chosen active categories, the distance is
unchanged. If for a disagreement question q, individual I has chosen an active category k
and individual i' a passive category k', the part of the squared distance due to q is

dq2 (i, i)  1/ f k instead of (1/ f k )  (1/ f k  ) . The overall specific distance is defined by
d 2 (i, i)   dq2 / Q . Specific MCA amounts to studying the orthogonal projection of
the overall cloud of individuals on the subspace associated with active categories. The
projected cloud is called specific cloud. One has d (i , i )  d (i , i ) (contracting property).
3.7.2 Specific cloud of categories
It is the subcloud of the K' active categories, with the same weights pk  f k / Q
and the same distance as in regular MCA . One might think of proceeding to the CA of
the disjunctive table, after suppressing the columns of passive categories. However, this
procedure would destroy the constitutive properties of MCA. For instance, consider a
questionnaire with three questions A (2 categories), B (2 categories) and C (3 categories),
individual i i with response pattern (aI, b2, c2), individual i with response pattern (a2,
b2, c3) ; suppose that category c3 is passive. If c3 is suppressed in the CA of the
disjunctive table, the number of active categories chosen by i is 3, but the number of
active categories chosen by i is 2, therefore, in the CA, the numerator of the squared
distance due to question B becomes (1/ 3  1/ 2)2  0 , hence the part of distance due to Ban agreement question-would not be null! .
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3.7.3 Properties of specific clouds
1. The common dimensionality of specific clouds is at most L  K   Q , where Q
denotes the number of questions with no passive categories. The common
f
K
variance of specific clouds is equal to Vspe 
  k with Vspe  Vcloud .
Q kK  Q
2. The eigenvalues of specific clouds will be denoted by  , with

 1, 2,...L .

L

One has Vspe    .
1

By analogy with regular MCA, we calculate the modified rates as follows.
The mean of eigenvalues is   Vspe / L . If max is such that  max   and



max 1

  , for

 1,...

max

the modified rates are equal to (   )2 / S , with

S   (   )2 by summing for

 1 to

max

•

3. To compute the Transition formulas, we denote yi the coordinate of individual
point M i and yk the coordinate of category point M k (with relative weight
pk  f k / Q ) on axis
yi 

, one has the two following formulas:


1
1 
k
k
k
  y / Q   pk y  and y 

  kKi
kK 


 y

i

iI k

/ nk

( K i denotes the subset of active categories chosen by individual i). Those
formulas apply to active, passive, and supplementary categories, and to active
and supplementary individuals.
4. The specific principal variables on I are centered, and their variances are equal to
the eigenvalues.
5. For axis

; the weighted sum of the squared coordinates of active categories is

equal to the eigenvalue :

 p ( y )

k 2

kK 

k



3.8 Steps of specific MCA.
They are the same as those of regular MCA , except that, for preparing the data
table (Step 2), the choice of passive categories of active variables must be made. Also, for
constructing the cloud of individuals, it is recommended, as a general rule, to discard the
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individuals who have chosen too many questions with passive categories (say, more than
one fifth of the active questions).
3.8.1. Class Specific Analysis (CSA)
This variant of MCA is used to study a class (subset) of individuals with reference
to the whole set of (active) individuals, that is, to determine the specific features of the
class. It consists in proceeding to the search of the principal axes of the subcloud
associated with the class of individuals .
Special notation for the present subsection: We denote N the number of elements
of I (total number of individuals), N k the number of individuals in I who have chosen k ,
and Fk  Nk / N the associated relative frequency. We denote I  the class of individuals,
n its number of elements, nk the number of individuals in I  who have chosen category
k, and f k  nk / n the associated relative frequency nkk  the number of individuals in I 
who have chosen both categories k and k'.
3.8.2 Class specific cloud of individuals.
The distance between two individuals i and i of the subset I  is the one
defined from the whole cloud; more precisely, if for question q, i chooses k and i
chooses k  , one has (using the notation of this paragraph) d 2 (i, i)  (1/ Fk )  (1/ Fk  ) ,
while from the subquestionnaire I   Q we would have obtained (1/ f k )  (1/ f k  ) . Note
that the subcloud under study is all the more different from the one constructed by the
MCA of the I   Q subtable as the frequencies ( f k ) of categories in the subset I  differ
very much from the ones ( Fk ) in the whole Set I .
3.8.3 Class specific cloud of categories
The distance between two categories is such that :

d 2 (k , k ) 

f k (1  f k ) f k  (1  f k  )
f f f

 2 kk  k k 
2
2
Fk
Fk 
Fk Fk 

The distance of category point M k from the mean point of the (specific) cloud is
equal to f k (1  f k ) / Fk2 . The specific subcloud of categories is weighted, and the weight
of category point

M k is

pk  Fk / Q (as in the whole cloud). The specific clouds

possess the following Properties:
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1. The common variance Vspe of the specific clouds is equal to
Vspe 

f k (1  f k )
1

Q kK
Fk

The contribution of category point M k to the specific variance is

1 f k (1  f k )
Q
Fk
Ctrk 
Vspe
2. Transition formulas: Denoting yi as the specific principal coordinate of
individual point M i on axis

, yk as that of category point M k , and  the

th , the eigenvalue of the specific clouds, one has the following transition
formulas :

yi 


f
1
y k
1 
  k yk  and yk 

  kKi Q kK Q



 y

i

iI k

/ (nFk )

3. The principal variables on I  are centered and their variances are equal to the
specific eigenvalues (  ).
4. The principal variables on K, weighted by

pk  Fk / Q , are centered and their

variances are equal to the specific eigenvalues.
Thus, the steps of CSA are the same as those of regular MCA , and the
interpretation of axes is performed in the same way. (Le Roux & Rouanet, 2010).
3.9 Equivalence and an Implication
The two primary approaches to multiple correspondence analysis turn out to be
equivalent to one another (Greenacre, 1984). From the symmetry of B, a simple
correspondence analysis of B produces the same sets of row and column coordinates, so
that one of the two sets can be ignored.
Furthermore, the standard coordinates of the rows of B are identical to the
standard coordinates of the rows of Z, and the principal coordinates obtained by
analyzing B are directly related to those obtained by analyzing Z because the principal
inertias of B are the squares of those of Z.
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This equivalence between the two approaches has the following implication.
Although the multivariate indicator matrix Z incorporates information from all Q
categorical variables, its multiple correspondence analysis provides no more information
than an analysis of all pairs of categorical variables. In other words, multiple
correspondence analysis of either Z or B offers no insight into three- or higher-way
interactions that may be present in the contingency table (Izenman , 2008) .
3.10 A Weighted Least-Squares Approach
There are Q(Q − 1)/2 distinct two-way contingency tables above the diagonal of
B; the tables below the diagonal are transposes of those above. Although we could carry
out a simple correspondence analysis for every one of those Q(Q − 1)/2 tables, such
extensive and exhaustive analyses would violate the principles of parsimony, efficiency,
and dimensionality reduction.
With this in mind, we mention an alternative approach by Greenacre (1988), who
proposed a matrix approximation method that (a) simultaneously fits all the Q(Q − 1)/2
tables in the upper-triangle of B, and (b) reduces to simple correspondence analysis of
N = N12 when Q = 2. The idea is to approximate B by another matrix B̂ , say, having

reduced rank that minimized the weighted least-squares criterion



n1tr D1/2 ( B  Bˆ ) D 1 ( B  Bˆ ) D 1/2



(3.21)

where D  QDr is Q times the diagonal matrix, Dr , of row (or column) masses of B and
is defined so that all its elements sum to 1 . Greenacre (1988) suggested the use of an
alternating least-squares algorithm as a means of obtaining B̂ but could not guarantee
that the minimum of (3.21) would be achieved by that procedure.
3.11 Interpreting MCA
As with CA, the interpretation in MCA is often based upon proximities between points in
a low-dimensional map (i.e., two or three dimensions). As well as for CA, proximities are
meaningful only between points from the same set (i.e., rows with rows, columns with
columns). Specifically, when two row points are close to each other they tend to select
the same levels of the nominal variables.
For the proximity between variables we need to distinguish two cases. First, the
proximity between levels of different nominal variables means that these levels tend to
appear together in the observations. Second, because the levels of the same nominal
variable cannot occur together, we need a different type of interpretation for this case.
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Here the proximity between levels means that the groups of observations associated with
these two levels are themselves similar. (Abdi , Valentin , 2007)
3.12 Software Packages
Many of the popular statistical software packages contain simple and multiple
correspondence analysis routines. R has the ca package; see Charnomordic and Holmes
(2001) and the details in Greenacre (2007, Appendix C).
Minitab and SPSS have a correspondence analysis routine that appears to be
matched to the output in Greenacre (1984). There is also a program CodonW, written by
John Peden and available at codonw.sourceforge.net, which provides correspondence
analysis of codon and amino acid usage (Izenman , 2008).

3.13 Summary
In this chapter , as a generalization of simple correspondence analysis we talked
about the Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) and its principles and described the
cases where MCA can be used. Then we formed the multivariate indicator matrix by
defining a dummy (or indicator) variable for each of the Q categorical variables .
In section 3, we studied the individuals to provide a typology of the individuals:
which are the most similar (and most dissimilar) individuals. Moreover, we studied the
variables to summarize the relationships between them. These relationships are studied
either in pairs or all together. Also, we focused primarily on studying the categories, as
categories represent both variables and a group of individuals.
In section 4, we studied the overall cloud of individuals to obtain the distance
between individual and their equations. Also, we studied the overall cloud of categories
and their equations .
In section 5, we definec the contribution of category points, principal clouds,
fundamental properties, geometric interpretation, supplementary elements, category mean
points and equivalence properties .
In section 6, we studied the burt matrix by analyzing the (J × J)-matrix and some
properties and remarks about it .
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In section 7, we previewed specific cloud of individuals and categories and
properties of these specific clouds. Then in section 8, we discussed the steps of specific
MCA as class specific analysis (CSA), class specific cloud of individuals and class
specific cloud of categories.
Finally, we previewed some approach related to MCA as equivalence and an
implication, weighted least-squares approach , interpreting MCA and software packages
of MCA .
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Chapter 4
Application of Multiple Correspondence analysis on
Cardiotocography Data
4.1 Introduction
In medicine (obstetrics), cardiotocography (CTG) is a technical means of routine
fetal monitoring and recording the heartbeat of the fetus and the uterine contractions
during pregnancy. The cardiotocogram (CTG) is commonly used machine, and more
commonly known as an electronic fetal monitor (EFM), for routine fetal monitoring in
the delivery room. A major problem is that the interpretation of the CTG trace requires
experienced specialists (Ulbricht, Dorffner & Lee, 1998).
The cardiotocogram (CTG) monitoring is widely used to assess fetal wellbeing
before birth. According to physicians’ expectations, there is no evidence to suggest that
CTG monitoring of women with high-risk pregnancies benefits the mother or baby in the
antenatal period (before giving birth) although review of the literature around this issue
indicates that this should be interpreted with caution. The review found that computerized
CTG machines resulted in lower numbers of baby deaths than the traditional CTG
machines (see Devoe, 1996). Another problem is that this method requires continuous
checking of the paper output produced by the CTG device. The interval between the
detection of suspicious patterns in the CTG stream and the obstetric intervention is often
too long. Any delay between the incidence of fetal distress and the required action
increases the risk of a poor outcome. . High inter- and intra observer variability of manual
CTG interpretation is another serious problem suggesting the use of automated analysis
tools (Hertz, Krogh & Palmer,1991). Thus, more up-to-date research is needed to
provide more information around this practice.
CTG monitoring can sometimes lead to medical interventions which are not
necessarily needed . Fetal vibroacoustic stimulation (sound played to the unborn baby
through the mother’s abdomen) has been used to provoke the baby into being more
active. This can improve their CTG monitoring so that the mother does not have to be
monitored for so long. However the safety of this technique has not been fully assessed;
hearing impairment, stress reactions and other effects should be investigated before this
technique is widely used.
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In this chapter, we selected some important variables in the cardiotocography data
from the literature for a statistical analysis, and to apply the multiple correspondence
analysis to visualize the cardiotocography data and reduce its dimension.
4.2 Data and Descriptive Statistics
In this section, we preview the data and its sources then we apply some descriptive
statistics to provide an initial vision of the data and describe its salient features before
applying the correspondence analysis on it.
4.2.1 The Data
2126 fetal cardiotocograms (CTGs) were automatically processed and the
respective diagnostic features measured. The CTGs were also classified by three expert
obstetricians and a consensus classification label assigned to each of them. Classification
was both with respect to a morphologic pattern (A, B, C. ...) and to a fetal state (N, S, P).
Therefore the dataset can be used either for 10-class or 3-class experiments .
4.2.2 The Source of Data
The dataset of this thesis consists of measurements of fetal heart rate (FHR) and
uterine contraction (UC) features on cardiotocograms classified by expert obstetricians. It
was taken from Lichman (2013). The link of data in the website is:
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Cardiotocography
4.2.3 Attributes Information:
The data involves the following attributes:
LB : FHR ( fetal heart rate ) baseline (beats per minute)
AC : No. of accelerations per second
FM : No. of fetal movements per second
UC : No. of uterine contractions per second
DL : No. of light decelerations per second
DS : No. of severe decelerations per second
DP : No. of prolongued decelerations per second
ASTV : percentage of time with abnormal short term variability
MSTV : mean value of short term variability
ALTV : percentage of time with abnormal long term variability
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MLTV : mean value of long term variability
Width : width of FHR ( fetal heart rate ) histogram
Min : minimum of FHR ( fetal heart rate ) histogram
Max : Maximum of FHR ( fetal heart rate ) histogram
Nmax : No. of histogram peaks
Nzeros : No. of histogram zeros
Mode : histogram mode
Mean : histogram mean
Median : histogram median
Variance : histogram variance
Tendency : histogram tendency
CLASS : FHR ( fetal heart rate ) pattern class code (1 to 10)
NSP : fetal state class code (N=normal; S=suspect; P=pathologic)
After investigating the data from medical and statistical points of view we selected
only 10 important variables for the analysis in this thesis and to apply the correspondence
analysis. Table 4.1 shows the selected variables.

No.
1

TABLE 4.1: Variable selected for the analysis
Name of
Variable Description
variable
LB
FHR baseline (beats per minute)

2

AC

No. of accelerations per second

3

FM

No. of fetal movements per second

4

UC

No. of uterine contractions per second

5

DL

No. of light decelerations per second

6

MSTV

mean value of short term variability

7

MLTV

mean value of long term variability

8

Mean

histogram mean

9

CLASS

FHR pattern class code (1 to 10)

10

NSP

state class code (N=normal; S=suspect;
P=pathologic)
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4.2.4 Variables Description
Some of the variable in table 4.1 are quantitative. To facilitate the application of
correspondence analysis on the data we converted those variables to qualitative ones by
recoding them into different categories. The variables AC, UC, DL, CLASS and NSP are
already a qualitative ones, but the variable LB, FM, MSTV, MLTV and Mean are
quantitative ones and categorized. We now explain the meaning of each quantitative
variable, how it has been transformed and some of its descriptive statistics.
1) The baseline fetal heart rate (LB) variable
The baseline fetal heart rate (FHR) is determined by approximating the mean FHR
rounded to increments of 5 beats per minute (bpm) during a 10-minute window,
excluding accelerations and decelerations and periods of marked FHR variability (greater
than 25 bpm). There must be at least 2 minutes of identifiable baseline segments (not
necessarily contiguous) in any 10-minute window, or the baseline for that period is
indeterminate. In such cases, it may be necessary to refer to the previous 10-minute
window for determination of the baseline. Abnormal baseline is termed bradycardia
when the baseline FHR is less than 110 bpm; it is termed tachycardia when the baseline
FHR is greater than 160 bpm (Macones, et al. , 2008).
In our data all the FHR are normal between 106 and 160 , but we need to convert all
values to categorical , Table 4.2 contain the old values (from 106 to 160) into new values
(in 8 categories) of the LB variable :
TABLE 4.2 : Old and new values of the LB variable.
No.
Old value
New value
1

From 106 to 112

0

2

From 113 to 119

1

3

From 120 to 126

2

4

From 127 to 133

3

5

From 134 to 140

4

6

From 141 to 147

5

7

From 148 to 154

6

8

From 155 to 160

7

From the histogram in figure 4.1, we notice that the distribution of LB variable are
normal, and there is a large number of the data in the center of the values ( category 3 ).
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Figure 4.1 : Histogram of LB variable categories

2) Number of accelerations per second (AC)
Acceleration are defined as a visually apparent abrupt increase in FHR. An abrupt
increase is defined as an increase from the onset of acceleration to the peak in less than or
equal to 30 seconds. To be called an acceleration, the peak must be greater than or equal
to 15 bpm, and the acceleration must last greater than or equal to 15 seconds from the
onset to return to baseline (Bailey, 2009).
A prolonged acceleration is greater than or equal to 2 minutes but less than 10
minutes in duration. An acceleration lasting greater than or equal to 10 minutes is defined
as a baseline change. Before 32 weeks of gestation, accelerations are defined as having a
peak greater than or equal to 10 bpm and a duration of greater than or equal to 10 seconds
(Macones, et al., 2008).
AC variable is already qualitative, so we do not need to convert it as the LB
variable. It has 22 categories as seen in figure 4.2. The percentage of the 0 category is the
highest of all categories (as 41.9% of the fetal have 0 accelerations per second) , then the
percentage of the categories gradually decreases as a curve. Also we can see clearly that
categories from 11 to 26 have very law percentage (less than 1%) .
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Figure 4.2 : Histogram of AC variable categories

3) Number of fetal movements per second (FM)
This variable refers to the number of fetal movements per second. This variable is
quantitative and its values begin with 0 and end up with 564 movements per second; so
we converted all values to 10 categories (from 0 to 9). Table 4.3 clarify the old and new
values of FM variable.
TABLE 4.3 : Old and new values of the FM variable
No.
Old values
New values
1

0

0

2

From 1 to 3

1

3

From 4 to 10

2

4

From 11 to 35

3

5

From 36 to 100

4

6

From 101 to 200

5

7

From 201 to 300

6

8

From 301 to 400

7

9

From 401 to 500

8

10

From 501 to 564

9
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The majority of fetal have 0 movements per second as seen in the histogram in
figure 4.3 with percentage 61.7%, then gradually the percentage of the categories
decreasing as a curve. also we saw clearly that category from 5 to 9 have very law
percentage ( less than 1% ).
Figure 4.3 : histogram of FM variable categories

4) Number of uterine contractions per second (UC )
The UC variable refers to the number of uterine contraction per second. The values
of the UC variable are already qualitative. This is because the uterine contraction begins
with a 0 contraction per second and ends up with 23 contraction per second within 19
categories.
The histogram of uterine contractions per second is illustrated in figure 4.4 which
shows that 15.6% of pregnant women have 0 uterine contractions, 11% of them have 1 &
2 contractions, 13.8% have 3 contractions, 12.8% have 4 contractions, 11.1% have 5
contractions , …etc , we noticed also that all categories from 11 to 23 have percentages
less than 1% .
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Figure 4.4 : A histogram of the UC variable

5) Number of light decelerations per second (DL)
Deceleration are transient epiosodes of slowing of FHR below the baseline of more
than bpm lasting at least 15 seconds ( The Women’s , 2014). The number of light
decelerations per second (frequency) are already categorical variable and have 15
categories ranging from 0 to 16.
The majority of fetal have 0 decelerations per second as seen in the histogram in
figure 4.5 with a percentage of 57.9% , then the percentage of the categories gradually
decreases down to the category 3 as a curve. The 4th category has a little increase then
again decreases. Also we can clearly observe that categories from 10 to 16 have very law
percentages (less than 1% ) .
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Figure 4.5 : Histogram of DL variable categories

6) The mean value of short term variability (MSTV)
The variable MSTV is the beat-to-beat variation in fetal heart rate. The CTG
monitor calculates MSTV computerized by dividing every minute of the trace into 16
sections and the average pulse interval is calculated for every section (Wretler,et al , 2016
). MSTV is the mean value of pulse interval differences between sections during one
minute and the first value displayed after 10 min recording. Thereafter new values are
added and MSTV is updated continuously for up to 60 min.
MSTV is a quantitative variable with decimal values which ranges from 0 to 7;
thus, we converted it to a categorical variable taking integer values from 0 to 9 (10
categories) . Table 4.4 contains the old and new values of the MSTV variable .
The histogram of MSTV variable in figure 4.6 show that the category 0 have 17.5%
percentage , and the category 1 have 26.7% , then gradually the percentage of the
categories decreasing as a curve , ande we notice that category 8 , 9 have a percentage
less than 1% .
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TABLE 4.4 : Old and new values of the MSTV variable
No.
Old value
New value
1

From 0 to 0.5

0

2

From 0.6 to 1

1

3

From 1.1 to 1.5

2

4

From 1.6 to 2

3

5

From 2.1 to 2.5

4

6

From 2.6 to 3

5

7

From 3.1 to 3.5

6

8

From 3.6 to 4.5

7

9

From 4.6 to 5.5

8

10

From 5.6 to 7

9

Figure 4.6 : Histogram of the MSTV variable categories

7) The mean value of long term variability (MLTV)
The mean of long-term variation (MLTV) is a measure of the minute-by-minute
'macro' fluctuations of the FHR around the baseline. The FHR values are initially
represented as pulse intervals and then converted into beats per minute (bpm).
The time between two consecutive fetal heartbeats is called a pulse interval and is
measured to an accuracy of 1/1000th of a second, or one millisecond (ms). As the fetal
heart rate increases the pulse interval gets shorter ( Redman , 2005 ) .
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MLTV is a quantitative variable with decimal values ranging from 0 to 50.7; Thus,
we converted it to categorical variable taking values from 0 to 9 (10 categories). Table
4.5 contains the old and new values of the MSTV variable .
TABLE 4.5 : Old and new values of the MLTV variable
No.
Old value
New value
1

0

0

2

From 0.1 to 1

1

3

From 1.1 to 3

2

4

From 3.1 to 6

3

5

From 6.1 to 10

4

6

From 10.1 to 15

5

7

From 15.1 to 20

6

8

From 20.1 to 30

7

9

From 30.1 to 40

8

10

From 40.1 to 50.7

9

The histogram of the MLTV variable categories is illustrated in figure 4.7. It takes
a shape close to the normal distribution . The highest category is the 4th with percentage
33.5% and 6.4% in the 0 MLTV category. Also, we noticed that categories 8 & 9 have a
percentage less than 1% .
Figure 4.7 : Histogram of MLTV variable categories
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8) The histogram mean (Mean)
The fetal heart rate histogram mean is a quantitative variable taking values ranging
from 73 to 182 . Thus, we converted it to ten category ( with values from 0 to 9 ). Table
4.6 shows the old and new values of the Mean variable .
TABLE 4.6 : Old and new values of the Mean variable
No.
Old value
New value
1

From 73 to 83

0

2

From 84 to 94

1

3

From 95 to 105

2

4

From 106 to 116

3

5

From 117 to 127

4

6

From 128 to 138

5

7

From 139 to 149

6

8

From 150 to 160

7

9

From 161 to 171

8

10

From 172 to 182

9

The histogram of the Mean variable is illustrated in figure 4.8 which shows that the
highest percentage is in category 6 with 28.6% and the lowest one in category 9 with
0.3% percentage. We noticed also that the histogram has a shape close to the normal
distribution with some skewness .
Figure 4.8 : Histogram of the Mean variable categories
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9) The variable CLASS
This variable refers to the classification of fetal heart rate pattern by class code from
1 to 10. Thus, it is already a qualitative variable with ten category .
Figure 4.9 shows the histogram of CLASS categories. We noticed that category 2
has the highest percentage with 27.2% , and category 3 has the lowest percentage with
2.5% , and all percentages of the other categories range between 2.5% and 27.2% .
Figure 4.9 : Histogram of CLASS variable categories

10) NSP
This variable refers to the classification of fetal heart rate by class code from 1 to 3 , such
that : 1= normal, 2=Suspect, and 3=Pathologic. Thus, it is already a qualitative variable
with three categories .
Figure 4.10 shows the histogram of NSP categories. We observe that 77.8% of fetal
are normal and 13.9% are suspect and 8.3% are Pathologic .
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Figure 4.10 : Histogram of NSP variable categories

4.3 Descriptive Statistics
Firstly , we study the relation between the variables by studying the correlation
matrix and its significant levels (p-values) to see whether any relation exists between the
variables. Figure 4.11 illustrates the correlation between the ten variables such that
positive correlations are displayed in blue and negative correlations in red color. Color
intensity and the size of the circle are proportional to the correlation coefficients. In the
right hand side of the correlogram, the legend color shows the correlation coefficients and
the corresponding colors.
We noticed that the variable Mean has strong positive correlation with the LB
variable. Also, NSP has strong positive correlation with CLASS, but the variable Mean
has strong negative correlation with the MSTV variable … etc. as seen in the figure 4.11
below .
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Figure 4.11 : Correlation matrix for all the study variables

Figure 4.12 shows also the correlation matrix with the numbers of correlation
coefficients between each two variables with histograms, The histograms of the variables
are shown on the diagonal. The significance levels of the correlations are indicated in the
figure using asterisks. Each significance level is associated to a symbol .
We may also notice from figure 4.12 that the correlations between all the variables
are significant except the correlation between the variables ( LB & FM ) , ( LB & MLTV)
and ( AC & DL ). All these result will be very useful to reduce the dimensions of the
variables using correspondence analysis .
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Figure 4.12 : Correlation matrix between the variables with histograms

4.4 Multiple Correspondence Analysis for cardiotocography data
4.4.1 Dimensions
In our dataset, we have 10 variable with different number of categories. Those are:
LB with 8 categories , FM with 10 categories, AC with 22 categories, UC with 19
categories, DL with 15 categories, MLTV with 10 categories, MSTV with 10 categories,
Mean with 10 categories, CLASS with 10 categories, and NSP with 3 categories.
Thus the overall of dimension of the data equals the total number of categories the number of variables (117– 10 = 107) dimension . The first 5 dimensions with
eigenvalues and percentage of variance and cumulative percentage of variance :
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Eigenvalue
dim 1
dim 2
dim 3
dim 4
dim 5
dim 6

Percentage
of variance
3.789595
3.262935
2.120982
1.980462
1.803963
1.771618

0.4054867
0.3491340
0.2269451
0.2119094
0.1930240
0.1895631

Cumulative percentage
of variance
.
3.789595
7.052530
9.173512
11.153974
12.957937
14.729555

Figure 4.13 represents the scree plot which shows the percentage of explained
variances of the first ten dimension . We note that the 1st and 2nd dimensions have the
highest percentages of explained variance .

Figure 4.13 : Scree plot that presents the percentage of explained variances of the
first ten dimension
Scree plot
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4.4.2 Correlation between variables and principal dimensions
It can be seen in figure 4.14 that the variables FM, LB and DL are the most
correlated with dimension 1. Similarly, the variables FM and AC are the most correlated
with dimension 2 .
Figure 4.14 : Variable factor map with dimension 1 and 2

4.4.3 MCA factor map
Figure 4.15.a and 4.15.b are similar Biplot (Graph showing data in both rows and
columns ) of MCA factor but in two forms. They illustrate the spread of all variable
categories and individuals between the 1st and the 2nd dimensions. Initially, we note
from both figures that most of the individuals pools in the middle of the figure but some
of them in its top right hand corner.
Also, the map show the spread of variable categories between the 1st and the 2nd
dimensions. We may note that most of them are correlated and pools in the middle
between the two dimension , but some variable categories are extremist such that ( Mean
_0 , Mean _1 , Mean_2 , DL_16 , CLASS_8 , NSP_3 , UC_13 , UC_14 , MLTV_ 0 ,
DL_9 , DL_10 , CLASS_9 , CLASS_10 ). In figure 4.15.c (only variable categories map
without individuals ) it can be seen clearly the last result of variable categories .
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Figure 4.15.a : MCA factor map

Figure 4.15.b : MCA factor map

Figure 4.15.d also shows the same results by adding ellipses around the pooled
variable categories . This refers to the goodness of representation of the 1st and 2nd
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dimensions to the individuals and variable categories. Figure 4.15.e shows obviously the
pole of variable categories between the first two dimensions.
Figure 4.15.c : Variable categories map

Figure 4.15.d : MCA factor map with ellipses
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Figure 4.15.e : Pole of variable categories map between dimension 1 and 2

4.4.4 Contribution of variables to dimensions
The variable categories with high contribution to the 1st and 2nd dimensions are the
most important in our model . If the contribution of variable categories were uniform, the
expected value would be 1/number of categories = 1/117 = 0.85%. The red dashed line in
the graph indicates the expected average contribution. For a given dimension, any
category with a contribution larger than this threshold could be considered as important
in contributing to that dimension.
Figure 4.16.a and b, represent in histograms the contribution of all variable
categories to dimension 1 and 2 respectively , we can clearly see that a group of variable
categories have a contribution more than 0.85% ( up to the red dashed line ) to the 1st
dimension, and similarly to the 2nd dimension . The total contribution of a category, on
explaining the variations retained by the 1st dimension and the 2nd dimension, is
calculated as follow : (C1 * Eig1) + (C2 * Eig2), where C1 and C2 are the contributions
of the category to the 1st and the 2nd dimensions respectively. Eig1 and Eig2 are the
eigenvalues of the 1st and the 2nd dimensions respectively.
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The expected average contribution of category for the 1st dimension and the 2nd
dimension is : ( 0.85 * Eig1 ) + ( 0.85 * Eig2 ) = ( 0.85 * 0.405 ) + ( 0.85 * 0.349 ) =
0.64% .
The more important are the variable categories which have a contribution more than
0.64% to the 1st dimension and the 2nd dimension as showed in figure 4.16.c . Also we
note from the histogram that many variable categories have very small contribution to the
1st and 2nd dimensions, so they are not important in our model .
To read to the result more simply, we draw the histogram of the 40 highest
contribution of variable categories the 1st and the 2nd dimensions in figure 4.17. We note
that the variable categories (CLASS_8 , NSP_3 , MSTV_0 ,NSP_2 , CLASS_10 ,
MLTV_0 , Mean_2 , Mean_1 , AC_0 , UC_0 , DL_0 , CLASS_6 , NSP_1 , CLASS_9 ,
MSTV_5 , CLASS_2 , LB_6 , Mean_0 , LB_5 , Mean_7 , MSTV_1 , LB_3 , MSTV_4 ,
Mean_6 , CLASS_5 , MSTV_3 , MSTV_2 , DL_9 , and Mean_3) have a contribution
more than 0.85% ( up to the red dashed line ) to the 1st and the 2nd dimensions. Thus,
they are important in our model .
Figure 4.16.a : Histogram of the contribution of variable categories to the 1st dimension
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Figure 4.16.b : Histogram of the contribution of variable categories to the 2nd dimension
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Figure 4.16.c : Histogram of the contribution of variable categories to the 1st and the 2nd
dimensions
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Figure 4.17 : Histogram to the 40 highest contribution of variable categories to the 1st
and the 2nd dimensions
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The scatter plot is also helpful to highlight the most important categories in the
determination of the dimensions as shown in Figure 4.18 . In addition, we can have an
idea of what pole of dimensions the categories are actually contributing to.
We can easily read the results of Figure 4.19 which shows the top 30 contribution
of the variable categories . It is evident that the categories (LB_3, Mean_3, MSTV_3,
DL_4, NSP_1, MSTV_2, and CLASS_6) have an important contribution of the first
dimension , while the categories ( DL_0, Mean_6, MSTV_1, Mean_5, AC_7) have a
major contribution to the negative pole of the first dimension.
Also, the category (AC_0) has an important contribution in the second dimension,
while the categories (NSP_1 , MSTV_2 , and CLASS_2 ) have major contribution to the
negative pole of the second dimension.
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Figure 4.18 : Scatter plot of variable categories with its contribution

Figure 4.19 : Scatter plot of top 30 variable categories contribution
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4.4.5 The quality of representation of variable categories
The quality of representation of the categories on the factor map is called square
cosine ( cos 2 ) or squared correlations. The cos 2 measures the degree of association
between variable categories and a particular axis .
The 1st and 2nd dimensions are sufficient to retain 7.1% ( 3.8% + 3.3%) of the total
inertia contained in the data. However , not all the points are equally well displayed in
tow dimensions..
Figure 4.20 shows the histogram of the quality of representation of all variable
categories (cos2) to the 1st and 2nd dimensions. Many variable categories have very low
quality, thud they are not important . Figure 4.21 shows the quality of the highest 30
variable categories. Note that, the variable categories (NSP_1, CLASS_8, NSP_3,
MSTV_0, NSP_2, CLASS_10, MLTV_0, DL_0, AC_0, Mean_2, UC_0, Mean_1,
CLASS_6, CLASS_2, MSTV_5, CLASS_9, LB_6, LB_5, Mean_0, MSTV_1, LB_3,
Mean_7, Mean_6, MSTV_2, MSTV_4, MSTV_3, CLASS_5, DL_9, Mean_3, FM_1) are
good represented by the first two dimensions.
Figure 4.20 : The quality of representation of variables to the 1st and 2nd dimensions
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Figure 4.21 : The quality of representation of the top 30 variables to the 1st and
2nd dimensions
Cos2 of variables to Dim-1-2
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4.5 A study of the individuals
We now study the result of individuals by previewing individuals map between the
first two dimensions, the contribution of individuals to dimensions and the quality of
representation of individuals, since we will saw that it gives the same information as
described for variable categories .
Figure 4.22 represents only the individual's map between the first two dimensions.
We notice that it has the same pole as the variable categories factor map .
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Figure 4.22 : Individuals factor map

4.5.1 Contribution of individuals to the dimensions
If the individual contributions were uniform, the expected value would be 1/number
of rows of data = 1/2126 = 0.047% . The expected average contribution (reference line )
of a column for the 1st and 2nd dimensions is :
(0.047 * Eig1) + (0.047 * Eig2) =( 0.047 * 0.405) + ( 0.047 * 0.349) = 0.035%
It is difficult to draw a histogram of the contribution of all individuals, so we draw
the histogram of the contribution of the top 30 of individuals to the 1st and 2nd
dimensions as shown in figure 4.23. It shows that many individuals have a contribution
more than 0.035% (reference line). Figure 4.24 represents a scatter plot of individual
points and highlights individuals according to the amount of contributions they give.
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Figure 4.23 : Histogram of the top 30 contributions of individuals to the 1st and 2nd
dimensions
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Figure 4.24 : Scatter plot of individuals with their contributions
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4.5.2 Cos2: The quality of representation of individuals
The value of the cos 2 is between 0 and 1. A value of cos 2 closed to 1 corresponds to
a variable categories / individuals that are well represented on factor map. Figure 4.25
shows the histogram of the highest 30 values of cos 2 of the individuals.

Figure 4.25 : histogram of top 30 individual cos2
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4.6 Dimension description
Now we will preview the description of the first two dimensions by computing

R 2 and p.value of the ten variables to verifying these significant and whose have the
highest R 2 .
$`Dim 1`
$`Dim 1`$quali
mstv
dl
mean
class
nsp
lb

R2
0.66714016
0.53505821
0.54985662
0.84027097
0.42528442
0.35975517

p.value
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
4.563846e-256
7.158070e-200
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47
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mltv
uc
ac
fm

0.30465631
0.23623596
0.07976621
0.05684290

5.847767e-160
1.929312e-109
2.044688e-26
1.989081e-22

$`Dim 2`
$`Dim 2`$quali

R2
Class 0.88857007
nsp
0.81676313
mean 0.42411440
mstv 0.37493252
ac
0.34949883
mltv 0.25177436
uc
0.13935120
lb
0.08916821
dl
0.08905133
fm
0.06811626

p.value
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
4.540943e-246
1.334083e-208
7.627766e-179
1.437393e-126
1.267980e-56
2.975083e-39
1.825665e-34
1.107130e-27

We notice from the above result that all the ten variables are significant in the level
0.05% in the first two dimension, so as we decide the first two dimensions represent the
data variables very good, and from R 2 , the most important variable to dimension 1 are
class , mstv , mean , dl and nsp. Also the important variable to dimension 2 are class ,
nsp , mean , mstv and ac .
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we began the practical side of correspondence analysis by applying
it in the cardiotocography data. Firstly, we explained our data and the selection of the
variables which entered the analysis. Then, we converted some quantitative variables to
qualitative ones. Secondly, we studied the descriptive statistics of the variable using the
histograms and frequency tables of the percentages of the categories of each variable.
Then we studied the correlation matrix between all the ten variables which entered the
analysis. We found that all variables are significantly correlated .
We then began applying the correspondence analysis in the data , and found that the
data have 107 dimensions, and the first two dimensions explain 7.1% of the total inertia
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contained in the data , but from the biplot maps of variable categories and individuals we
found that the categories are poled in the first two dimensions and significantly in both
dimensions 1 & 2 .
Thus, we may conclude that we can rely on the first two dimensions in the analysis,
and that the variables NSP , CLASS , Mean and MSTV are the variables with best quality
of representation and contribution with the first two dimensions .
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Introduction
In this thesis, we worked on data visualization using correspondence analysis, to
reduce the dimension of the data with categorical variables and high number of
individuals. There are two types of correspondence analysis, simple correspondence
analysis (CA) and multiple correspondence analysis (MCA). Firstly, we explained the
simple correspondence analysis in chapter 2. This included the main idea and genesis of
correspondence analysis. In chapter 3, we discussed the multiple correspondence analysis
which is a generalization of CA with many categorical variables, and we studied MCA in
details and some special cases of MCA.

After the review and discussion of the theory of the two way of correspondence
analysis, we spread to the practical side by applying the multiple correspondence analysis
to visualize the cardiotocography data. Firstly, we explained our data and its variables,
determined the specific variables to be entered in the analysis and converted the
quantitative variables to categorical ones. Then, we studied descriptive statistics of the
variables with histogram to each one, then studied the relation between all variables
entered to the analysis by presenting the correlation matrix .

Then, we applied the MCA, firstly by determining the numbers of dimensions and
eigenvalues and percentage of variance with scree plot of it. Also, we showed the
correlation between variables and principal dimensions 1 and 2, then discussed many
factor maps of individuals, variables and categories between dimension 1 and 2. Then we
reviewed histograms of contributions and quality of representation ( cos2) of variable
category to dimension 1-2 to determine the most important variables. Moreover, we
studied the contributions and quality of representation (cos2) of individuals. Finally,
presented the dimensions 1 & 2 description with R 2 and p.value to each variables .
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5.2 Conclusions
Correspondence analysis is a versatile method of dimension reduction. It is not the
unique method; there is more than one method such as the principal component analysis,
which is very similar to correspondence analysis in mathematical insight and practice.
But the correspondence analysis is more suitable for the qualitative variables. Therefore,
it is a better method for data visualization because a lot of data now are qualitative .

The multiple correspondence analysis is a suitable approach for visualization of
cardiotocography data. It demonstrated a great success to reduce the dimensions of data
from 107 dimensions to 2 dimensions .
All data variables and categories are significantly correlated, and poled between the
first two dimensions, which refers to the quality of representation of the variables
between dimension 1 & 2 .

The most important variables in the data are :


CLASS ( FHR pattern class code (1 to 10) )



NSP ( state class code )




MSTV (mean value of short term variability )
Mean (histogram mean )

Doctors can easily classify discover the abnormal cases from the figures that
represent number of variable on the first two dimensions, and the poles appeared in the
graphical results .
Since these variables have categories with high contribution to the quality of
representation and the contribution between the first two dimensions .
We can replace some variables with other variables from the cardiotocography data
and saw what the result on the dimension reduction and contribution of each variables on
the new coordinate system.
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5.3 Recommendations
From all the discussion in the previous chapters, we may wrap up with the
following recommendations and propositions for possible future works related to
cardiotocography data visualization :


MCA is considered a very active and modern method to visualize any multivariate
categorical data.



It recommended to :
1. Visualize the same data ( cardiotocography ) with more than one approach
such that principal component analysis and have a convergent result.
2. Represent the data variables with three dimension and record the results .
3. Repeat the same multiple correspondence analysis with replacement of
some unimportant variables and record the results .
4. Enter all the forty variables in the cardiotocography data in the
correspondence analysis .
5. Invite doctors to depend on the graphical results and figures in the
classification of fetal cases.
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